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Superb

I thought the four articles ‘Preparing for revolution’, ‘Limits of
guerrillaism’, ‘Principle, confusion
and hope’ - by Yassamine Mather
(February 4 and 11) and ‘Three waves
of protest’ by Ardeshir Mehrdad
(February 4) were absolutely superb.
I don’t, obviously, agree with every
single thing written in them, but they
were really powerful and indeed
inspirational.
Yassamine
always
writes
extremely well and, as someone who
has actually participated in the armed
struggle against a powerful, brutal,
semi-imperialist, fascistic regime,
and who has reflected deeply on
those experiences, she commands
an enormous amount of respect
and credibility. The online seminar,
‘Half century after Siahkal’, over
the following weekend, in which
Yassamine was one of the speakers,
was also excellent.
Mehrdad’s article, especially after
considering the three waves of protest
in Iran, was a wonderful piece of prose
(extending into more vivid poetry
towards the end), discussing in careful
detail the objective and subjective
factors and conditions which will
determine the progress of any
revolutionary democratic movement
in Iran - but also, I think, highly
relevant to many other countries,
including the UK. I think anyone
seriously interested and committed
to developing a genuine socialist
revolution should study these articles
and think about them carefully.
The Iranian revolution of 1979
made an enormous impact on me
as a young teenager in the UK,
watching the dramatic events unfold
on TV and in newspapers. I have
heard it described as the last of the
great revolutions - certainly the most
recent. We worked and hoped for
something similar in apartheid South
Africa, but unfortunately that was not
to be. Maybe the ruling class and the
state in 1980s South Africa learned
the lessons of 1979 Iran.
My recollections from that time
- confirmed, I think, by more recent
evidence and writings - were of a
number of important factors. The
impression was that the Iranian
regime and state apparatus was
even stronger, more brutal, more all
pervasive and even more impervious
to change than even appeared the case
in South Africa. Iran’s Savak seemed
even more terrifying than apartheid’s
Bureau of State Security. Torture and
disappearances were widespread. Iran
seemed to see itself as part of the west
and hence some of the factors in play
have lessons for those of us in the
advanced capitalist countries.
We saw literally millions of
(initially) unarmed demonstrators on
the streets facing the full potential
force and actual violence of the
Iranian security forces. There were
massive strike actions throughout
the country and economy, Yassamine
refers specifically to the role of the oil
workers in finally breaking the back of
the regime. One of the speakers in the
seminar referred to the other millions
on strike at any one time, or in other
ways, refusing to engage in “normal”
activities, a sort of almost anarchistic,
intuitive, instinctive groundswell of
mass defiance and refusal against the
regime.
Of course towards the end, the
combination of these mass pressures
and protests, the sheer bravery and
courage of the masses in the face of
state violence, produced dramatic
fissures within the state apparatus,

with both individual members of the
armed state forces and increasingly
groups, contingents and units,
becoming to varying degrees either
supportive of the democratic demands
of the people or at the very least
opposed to the continuing violence
of the state forces in defence of a
corrupt parasitical regime. Yassamine
refers specifically to members of the
airforce who took up arms against
their commanders.
Probably the key turning points
following months of waves of strike
actions and protests was when
increasing defections from the
armed forces enabled guns and other
weapons to be distributed in working
class areas, enabling a full blown
insurrection to take place, finally
removing the shah and overthrowing
and destroying the regime.
I think the Iranian Revolution
was an incredibly positive and
inspirational process, with many
lessons for the present day. Of course,
few of us would have wished to see
the Islamists and the clerics hijack
and take over what was essentially
a mass democratic movement for
progressive democratic, economic
and social rights. The articles referred
to above discuss some of the reasons
why the secular and left forces were
comparatively weak in Iran at that
time. The current struggles in Iran for
a genuinely secular and consistently
democratic political system that
includes not only free speech and
human rights but the workers’ right to
organise independently are absolutely
right and should be supported.
Their success would represent the
democratic consummation of the
original aims of the 1979 Revolution.
We in the UK should have
absolutely no doubt that should
protests and struggles against this
or that government, or the capitalist
system itself, develop in anything like
the mass scale and levels of intensity
we saw in Iran, the response of the
government of the day and the British
state will not be dissimilar to those of
the shah in Iran or the National Party in
South Africa. Democratic and social
rights will be reduced and restricted.
Mass democratic organisations let
alone overtly radical or revolutionary
organisations will be circumscribed
or banned. Opportunities for mass,
peaceful, democratic expressions of
will and of determination increasingly
closed off.
We will have to learn again how to
combine legal and legitimate forms of
struggle and organisations with those
the state chooses to class as illegal.
This is not new to this country, the
Chartists and the early trade unions
had to engage in ‘unlawful’ actions in
order to win some initial democratic,
economic and social rights in the 18th
and 19th centuries. If we are genuine
and serious about a great socialist
revolution in Britain in the 21st
century, we would do well to study
and absorb the lessons from such as
Iran in the 20th.
Andrew Northall

Kettering

Tunnel to unity?

Why does the idea of a tunnel
between the west coast of Scotland
and the north-east coast of Ireland
induce such merriment and ridicule
from so many in the media and in
society at large? No-one is suggesting
that all flights between Britain and the
north of Ireland should be cancelled;
that the ferries which operate between
Belfast and Stranraer, Larne and
Cairnryan, Belfast and Liverpool
should stop. Then why is there such
hostility to a further transport link
between the island of Ireland and the
island of Britain?
The Channel Tunnel links Britain
to mainland Europe. It has improved

commerce, freight and passenger
travel, access to and from Britain’s
producers and European markets.
It has been a significant boost to the
economy, as a gateway for British
exports and a conduit for people to
travel freely between Britain and the
European mainland. No-one suggests
that this tunnel is not of benefit to
both Europe and Britain, and no-one
suggests that the idea of building it
was a mistake.
Therefore a 25-mile tunnel
between Ireland and Scotland, costing
an estimated £10 billion, would be
an obvious boost to tourism, the
economy, business and commerce.
Any projects that improve the road
and rail infrastructure in any single
country or between countries has a
proven record of being a financial
and commercial success. People’s
connections benefit too. While the
cost may seem prohibitive, it has been
proven that toll roads, toll bridges and
toll tunnels are an investment that
with time will be repaid to the public
or private purse.
Couple that to the idea of a
tunnel that operates 365 days a year,
regardless of the weather, regardless
of storms in the Irish Sea, regardless
of conditions that stop ferries from
travelling or flights from flying, and
it could also be a lifeline between the
United Kingdom and Europe.
As part of the Brexit negotiations
between Brussels and London, it was
agreed that, while Northern Ireland
remains a part of the UK, it would
be given special status as an entry
point to the European market - part of
an all-Ireland policy within Europe.
This would prevent a hard border
on the island of Ireland, protecting
the gains achieved through the Good
Friday agreement, which ended (for
some) the historic republican war of
national liberation. It allows politics
to replace the gun and the choice of
all the people in the nation of Ireland
to decide its future without British
interference.
The north of Ireland has a special
status within the European market.
Because of its position within the
UK it still has unfettered access to
its internal commercial markets. And
the tunnel under the Irish Sea would
allow empty trucks to travel from
England, Scotland and Wales to the
north of Ireland, from where they
can access ports in the Republic of
Ireland in order to pick up goods and
services from the European Union.
They would leave Ireland empty and
return filled with goods. As they are
entering Ireland from Europe, these
goods should be not subject to any
border checks. This freight and these
vehicles can travel unimpeded and
unhindered to Belfast and onto the
tunnel to access the British mainland.
If goods in transit can travel from
the Republic of Ireland to the north of
Ireland and are not subject to customs
checks other than for smuggling or
illegal transactions, and the north of
Ireland is part of the UK’s internal
market, then an opportunity exists
for the north of Ireland to be used as
a conduit for those in Great Britain
who want to access the European
single market without the delays
for customs checks at the English
ports on the English Channel - farm
produce, meat and fish are subject to
inspection, when going from the UK
into Europe via Northern Ireland.
The negotiated Brexit agreement
has put Northern Ireland in a very
strong position with regards to its
unique relationship with the European
Union. From company headquarters
to financial institutions, the north of
Ireland is now an ideal base for UK
companies to transact their business
with Europe.
The tunnel will undoubtedly
improve commerce and tourism

between Europe, Ireland and the
UK, and it will encourage further
reintegration of the north of Ireland
with the Republic of Ireland in a new,
prosperous relationship, leading to
future reunification.
Fra Hughes

Belfast

Omission

Emil Jacobs’ ‘Luddite delusions’ was
a commendable article because it
debunks the hysteria around nuclear
power and drew readers’ attention
to the use of thorium rather than
uranium as the fissile fuel in reactors
(February 25).
But it was not so good on the
transmission of electricity, in
that he ignores high-voltage DC
transmission, which China is now
using extensively in its north-south
corridors; not so good on gravity-fed
storage of electricity - just as well our
planet is not wrinkle-free.
But the biggest omission was,
of course, the impending rollout of
solid state batteries, which because
of their energy density marks the
death knell of the internal combustion
engine. In Germany Mercedes Benz
is already providing bus companies
with solid state electric buses. The
biggest failure of governments has
been their failure to legislate around
universal batteries, which can be
swopped between cars. Such batteries
would turn filling stations from
currently pumping petrol to providing
recharged batteries and avoid the
nonsense of street charging, which
mean digging up every road in every
town and city.
Brian Green

email

Capitulation

David Broder has given us another
of his academic, inconclusive and
ambiguous takes on the history of
communism in Italy. His two heroes
are Antonio Gramsci and Palmiro
Togliatti - although “Togliatti was
not, except perhaps for a few years at
the beginning of his career under the
influence of Gramsci and Bordiga, a
genuine revolutionary” (‘The misuses
of Gramsci’, February 25).
We are left wondering what
a “genuine revolutionary” might
be, because Togliatti’s lack of a
revolutionary orientation was no bar
to his progressivism, according to
Broder: “the PCI should nonetheless
be credited with a real achievement
after 1945: imposing its right to
organise, despite often deadly
reprisals from (ex-)fascists (no longer
any real ones left?) and their CIA,
church and mafia allies … For 30
years Italy was not Greece - and that
had a great deal of positive impact on
Italian democracy and working class
life.”
In 1925 Gramsci supported the
Stalin-Bukharin bloc. This was
his ‘war of position’, by endorsing
the nationalist-Stalinist theory of
‘socialism in one country’ - a popularfrontist concession to the peasantry.
Gramsci slated Trotsky’s position as
an ultra-left rejection of the united
front, deliberately confusing the united
front with the class-collaborationist
popular front. We must understand
Gramsci’s opposition to the ultraleftist ‘third period’ (1928-34) as an
attack from the right: he was fine with
the Bukharin-Stalin alliance and did
not change his mind after the disaster
of the Shanghai Soviet massacre in
1927 and the later debacle in Wuhan,
in pursuit of the same popular front
policy.
Gramsci opposed the blood purges
in 1936 - in contrast to Togliatti, who
actually participated in them - but he
was in a jail, where the Stalinists could
not get at him. Togliatti signed the
death warrants of leaders of the Polish

Workers Party - eliminated because
they had supported Pilsudski’s
1926 May coup, which the Polish
Socialist Party also supported. Polish
independence was brushed aside in
the Locarno pact and the ‘disloyal’
Poles thought this was very wrong - as
against Stalin, who regarded Poland
as merely a bargaining pawn with
western imperialism and certainly
never to be allowed any independent
revolutionary aspirations.
Togliatti was one of Stalin’s
counterrevolutionaries in Spain,
not least in the suppression and
assassination
of
revolutionary
socialists, anarchists and supporters
of the Workers Party of Marxist
Unification (POUM) by the Soviet
NKVD death squads in Catalonia Barcelona in particular. In March 1944,
on the orders of Stalin, Togliatti made
the svolta di Salerno - the infamous
‘Salerno turn’ to national unity
against revolution with the fascist-led
Badoglio government, immediately
recognised by Stalin.
Gramsci’s ‘war of position’, or
‘war of manoeuvre’, whilst open to
any kind of interpretation, was in
reality a capitulation to Stalinism.
The Italian Communist Party (PCI)
was the last major party to ‘benefit’
from Zinoviev’s Bolshevisation of the
Comintern, which began in 1924. In
the Lyons conference of 1926 Gramsci
collaborated with Togliatti in removing
Bordiga and the left, and gutting the
party of its internal democracy, on
Stalin’s instructions - the Socialist
Workers Party’s Chris Harman thought
this was when the party began its real
life, like Broder (but then he would,
given that his political current did just
that to its own internal democracy in
1974).
Broder thinks that “the Italian party’s
democratic mores were particularly
shaped by the fact that it had been
crushed so early in its development”,
instead of acknowledging that the
party ranks were still subjective
revolutionaries - albeit with some
ultra-left tendencies and illusions in
Stalin, because Zinoviev-Stalin could
not influence and corrupt it. And it was
that subjectively revolutionary base
that emerged in northern Italy from
1944 on, and against which Stalin
instructed Togliatti to enter into an
alliance with the fascist, Badoglio.
This was the reason for the great
revolutionary upsurge in northern
Italy at the end of the war. The Allies
bombed these cities after the fascists
were driven out, because they were
liberated by the wrong, revolutionary,
people and Stalin approved, of course.
Stalin was a cynical centrist by 1926,
when he organised that Gramsci/
Togliatti ousting of Bordiga, but a diehard counterrevolutionary by 1934,
not to mention 1944.
Togliatti, having won control of
the party tops, with strong opposition,
then set about the grisly work of
assassinating the revolutionaries, as
he had done in Spain and in the Great
Purges. This is the “real achievement
after 1945”, with which we should
credit him. When he had broken the
back of the revolution, the PCI was
ousted from the government - as they
were in the rest of Europe with the
advent of Marshall Aid.
But let us give the last word on
Gramsci to an Italian Trotskyist,
Paolo Casciola, in his article, ‘Alfonso
Leonetti: a turncoat Trotskyist’:
“As a matter of fact, whereas
Trotsky emphasised that the
‘democratic transition’ was only
one possible variant of the postfascist development - linked to and
dependent upon the revolutionary
awakening of the working class Gramsci saw such an event as ‘the
most likely one’, and, on this basis put
forward the slogan of a constituent
assembly within the framework of a
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gradualist, Menshevik, popular front
perspective. It is not by chance that, a
few days before his death, Gramsci let
the PCd’I know that ‘the popular front
in Italy is the constituent assembly’.
“The Stalinist continuity between
Gramsci and Togliatti was thus reestablished, after the interlude of the
‘third period’.”
Gerry Downing

Socialist Fight

Free speech

Gerry Downing made his feelings
clear in the last Weekly Worker
(Letters, February 25). He was
extremely unimpressed by “four pages
of dense text from James Harvey and
Jack Conrad”, discussing the Labour
Campaign for Free Speech conference
the previous week. I thought they were
quite informative myself - perhaps
Gerry needs to read them again.
However, his real complaint wasn’t the
“dense text”, but “the essential failure
to understand fascism”.
He writes: “It cannot be defeated
simply by political persuasion.
Fascism’s central aim is to eliminate by
force the organisations of the working
class …” Okay, fair enough, but we’re
not talking about actual fascist power:
we’re talking about fascists.
Gerry further decries “Trump’s
defence in encouraging and directing
the coup attempt was his right to free
speech”. What then is to be done? Ban
Fox News (along with the fascists, that
is)? Removing free speech from fascists
will, to them at least, confirm that the
establishment elite are just a bunch
of corrupt manipulators supported by
a bunch of woke snowflakes, liberals
and commies. That’ll help, won’t it?
So, says Gerry, “The demand is
to organise to physically confront the
fascists, to deny them the streets and
public platforms”. There were a few
cries of ‘No pasarán’ at the free speech
meeting and no doubt Gerry and his
comrades are ready to confront the
fascists and their colonial mercenaries,
as they march on Madrid (sorry,
London!).
The comrades will be there too,
with their halberds at the ready, to stop
Tommy Robinson and his football
hooligans from entering Cable Street.
By all means picket a meeting or
block a march, but this is not the 1930s
(although we cannot rule out fascist
violence now).
The fascists in Italy and the
Nazis in Germany were very much
strengthened by those who had fought
in World War I: this was much the
same in Britain. Some people were
extremely pissed off by the conduct
of the war, the incompetence of the
government, the incompetence of the
generals, the deaths of their comrades
and the injuries to themselves and
their comrades. Many thought that
they - well disciplined, proven patriots
- could do a lot better than the above,
and especially better than those who
made a lot of money in the war.
But who are the fascists now?
They’ve had some ups and downs
(mostly downs. I believe), but I think
we can view a great deal of confusion
and ignorance there, along with cynics,
nutters, self-important idiots and a fair
sprinkling of very nasty people. But
who’s doing the biggest harm to us
now? I’d put Priti Patel and Gavin
Williamson ahead of the English
Defence League - and even they
haven’t killed as many innocent people
as Tony Blair is responsible for.
There was a Guardian piece many
years ago about a young member of the
National Front, who was befriended,
despite his attempts to hold on to his
racism, by a black co-worker - the
lad ended up working undercover for
Searchlight. Louis Theroux, some
years ago, had a TV piece on the Ku
Klux Klan and followed a sad little cell
for a while. He discussed a middleaged woman who professed that
when she was in the KKK it was the
first time in her life that she had been

treated as an equal and given respect.
Should they all be silenced?
But Gerry also says: “The other
confusion is that the Marxist principle
of no-platforming is a demand on the
state to ban fascist parties. It is not: of
course we do not demand the state ban
fascist marches and parties, because
we know that such legislation is used
overwhelmingly against the left and
organised working class. The demand
is to organise to physically confront
the fascists, to deny them the streets
and public platforms, because fascists
are qualitatively different from all
other forms of reaction, as we have
explained above.”
But why on earth add it to a list
of demands, including freedom of
speech and a free press; opening
up corporations and the secret state
to scrutiny; rejecting the IHRA;
defending freedom of speech in
academic institutions and in the labour
movement; and so on? These are
demands against repressive forces to
open up freedoms for the rest of us.
If we campaign against repressive
forces, but want to keep - or rather add
- a single check, who is to enforce this
check? I suppose that if we can achieve
the freedoms then we can enforce a
new limitation ourselves, but to what
end?
Already the talk among US
‘progressives’ after the attack on the
Capitol is not about controlling fascists
or other rightwing nutters, but about
the control of ‘extremism’. I don’t
think that we can have any doubt that
the main ‘extremists’ to be controlled
will be on the left, not on the right.
As we already know, the worst socalled ‘extremists’ are anti-Zionists,
not anti-Semites. I think Gerry would
be ‘deplatformed’ before Tommy
Robinson ever was.
I’m also sure that there are many
who would disagree with the above,
and the contradictory nature of the
motions passed at the conference
shows that we need, at the very least,
further discussion on the subject. I was
not impressed, however, by some of
the abuse levelled at those opposed to
closing down free speech to fascists.
There were taunts of ‘liberal’, which
in my view was just an insult rather
than any sensible political judgment.
There were those who liked Trotsky’s
idea of connecting fascist faces to the
pavement. In fact, from one or two
contributors one might think that the
pavements of Brighton were flowing
with fascist blood; I’m surprised not to
have heard about this from the media.
So there was an element of ‘Me, I’m
well ’ard’ in some of the contributions.
It’s all very well physically fighting
fascists if they’re heading off to kill
or even intimidate - yes, Cable Street,
for instance. But beating up a fascist
or two in the present circumstances
would just put you in prison - perhaps
that explains the lack of blood on
Brighton’s streets?
Norman Finkelstein made an
excellent contribution in the conference
and referred, amongst other things,
to Birth of a nation - a classic in film
history and an extremely racist one at
that. Should it be banned? John Bridge
referred to Hitler’s Mein Kampf which he had on his bookshelf. Should
that be banned? Personally I’ve seen
the film and have read the book where would all our criticisms of both
be, if they were not available? And
who would stop the secret distribution
of both anyway?
There is no point in banning
these things; they will slip through
(unnoticed?) anyway and how will we
confront them then? The real problem
is that we have no strong, organised
left to confront them - and, yes, they
need to be confronted. How to do it is a
tactical question. If we can overwhelm
their numbers, then they may keep
their heads down anyway. We might
even win some to working class
politics - it has been done. If heads
need to be crashed into pavements,

then, I suggest, that this will be clear and it isn’t clear yet!
Finally, there was a pro-Zionist
who spoke at the conference near the
end of the afternoon. No doubt just a
provocation and what little we heard
wasn’t about to impress the audience.
But Tony Greenstein wasn’t satisfied
with that; he kept interrupting - why?
Was this banning fascists? If it was,
then he merely demonstrated what
a poor political tactic this is at the
present time: she could quite easily
have exposed herself further as an
idiot if allowed her two minutes, but
Tony’s interruptions stopped that. And
I speak as one who regularly reads and
respects Tony’s blog (he’s had some
excellent pieces recently against noplatforming).

support the Labour Campaign for Free
Speech.
The conscious left must also
base itself on the need to support
democratic socialism, in the struggle
against bureaucratic rule and the
technologically based totalitarian
agenda of the negative elements within
the corporate elite. Opposition to oldstyle fascists will still be necessary, and
the corporate elite will even support
such opposition, but the conscious left
must not close its eyes to the totalitarian
agenda of the negative elements within
the elite - they pose as anti-fascist,
while having a totalitarian agenda of
their own.
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By the time that you read this, there is
a good chance that I will be expelled
from the GMB union.
My crime? To stand up against
injustice, cronyism and the failure of
union officials to abide by their own
rulebook. The only reason that I have
been forced to confront my own union
online and in the media is because two
ex-general secretaries and the present
acting general secretary have refused
to investigate my official complaint of
gross misconduct against two union
officials, one being a regional secretary.
There is now a situation, where one
of the officials who I complained about
two years ago has made an official
complaint against me, and the second
official that I complained about, the
regional secretary, is actually hearing
this complaint at the regional office!
But the general secretary is sitting back
and allowing this travesty of justice
to proceed, which is an affront to the
founding principles of trade unionism,
amounting to little more than a
kangaroo court.
I was unable to work, initially
through injury, from 2014, and then I
had major limb reconstruction surgery
in 2018. But the GMB took my money,
yet betrayed me, and effectively
stabbed me in the back. Not only have
I had to fight my employer, but my
own union and its law firm as well.
I have followed the complaints
procedure to the letter, and been
subjected to lie after lie, and coverup after cover-up. They ruled against
me without even interviewing me or
viewing all the evidence. They closed
down my complaint, stating that I
had exhausted the union’s complaints
procedure (lie), only to be forced to
reopen it two weeks later, when I
initiated a rule 6 appeal (which they had
neglected to inform me of). This appeal
was then handled at branch level, and
a ruling was made against me behind
my back, against union rules, ensuring
that I was denied any chance of a fair
hearing. I then continued with my
complaint and was invited to a meeting
miles away from my home, in the full
knowledge that I was recovering from
surgery, had severe mobility issues and
had no viable transport.
After I had been unable to
work for one year, my employer
attempted to intimidate me into
attending an appointment with the
firm’s occupational health provider
to facilitate my dismissal. This may
sound reasonable enough, until you
realise that I was still in the care of
my health authority and had not been
signed off as fit to work. The union
certainly rose to the occasion, pulling
out all the stops - to help my employer!
They instructed me to attend, stating
that I should accept my dismissal with
“good grace”, and the union lawyer
also advised me to attend (by letter).
I refused, which led to my success
with the Advisory, Conciliation and
Arbitration Service (Acas) two years
later. Had I accepted the union’s
instruction, I would neither have
received any compensation nor a letter
of apology. This begs the question just who were they working for? My
employer then cancelled my union

Jim Nelson

New-style fascism

A comrade recently told me that the
left should be better known as the
‘left behind’, since they expect history
to repeat itself. This is because they
mostly live in the past, and don’t
understand the nature of present-day
corporate capitalism. The debate in the
Weekly Worker around the question of
fascism shows this to be true.
Both sides of the debate assume that
modern corporate capitalism in crisis
today will turn to old-style fascism
as a defence against revolution. The
problem with this view is that it
fails to understand the contradiction
between old-style fascism - which is
based on nationalism, racism and antiSemitism - and the present-day agenda
of the global banking and corporate
system, which has a global strategy
to bring about world government
through regional unions like the
EU. The agenda of the banking and
corporate elite and old-style fascism
are completely opposed.
This is essentially the meaning of
the recent struggles in the United States,
which showed clearly the contradiction
between old-style fascism, represented
by Trump and supporters, and the
corporate elite, represented in this case
by Biden. What is coming to the fore
is the contradiction within the elite
between would-be old-style fascists
and their opponents.
In short, present-day corporate
capitalism is opposed to old-style
fascism based on nationalism,
racism and anti-Semitism. It seeks to
undermine these old-style reactionaries,
as Trump found out to his own cost.
These old-style fascists have outlived
their historical usefulness, as far as the
new corporate capitalism is concerned.
The old-style fascists are opposed to
the modern corporate agenda, which
requires not nationalism and racism or
anti-Semitism, but global integration
under the control of the corporate elite.
If the leaders of the new corporate
elite are opposed to old-style fascism,
who will they turn to for defence
against revolution and socialism? A
simple answer to this question is that
they will turn to fake socialism. Even
in the 1920s the German fascists had
to pretend to be socialist and used the
name, ‘National German Socialist
Workers Party’, to win working class
and petty-bourgeois support.
Today the leaders of the corporate
elite are not planning to mobilise
or give support to old-style fascist
movements; rather they will seek
new methods to diffuse revolutionary
opposition: pandemic lockdowns; the
transhumanist plan to connect humans
to technology, aiming at complete
mind control.
This is the agenda of the negative
elements within the corporate elite.
Another word for this is totalitarianism,
with the unconscious elements on the
left becoming the vehicle for this. In
other words, the corporate elite will
turn to the unconscious left to impose
new-style fascism. George Orwell’s
1984 was more prophecy than fiction.
This is why the conscious left must

Tony Clark

Campaign For Democratic Socialism

Union failure

membership (I rejoined on my own
initiative) and the union branch office
looked the other way!
The following, facts are beyond
refute:
1. The legal ombudsman has upheld
my complaint of poor service against
the union’s law firm (ref 175405).
2. Following my complaint and an
investigation, the Three Best Rated
website removed the union’s law firm
from all of their sites.
3. Because the GMB refused to
support me, I myself initiated a claim
for constructive dismissal against
my employer through Acas, gaining
compensation and a letter of apology.
The definition of a bully is “a
person who habitually seeks to
harm or intimidate those whom they
perceive as vulnerable” - this is the
accusation that is being made against
me. Because the GMB failed in their
duty to me as a union member, I have
had to take on four senior managers
from my ex-employer (including the
personnel director), 12 union officials
(including two ex-general secretaries
and the present holder of that position)
and three members of the union law
firm (all directors) - I do not think the
accusations of bullying and harassment
are appropriate in my case.
I will not submit myself to any
ruling or hearing at the Birmingham
regional office, for the simple reason
that I have made an official complaint
against the regional secretary, and have
no respect for him - plus several of his
fellow officials were also involved
with my case. There is no possibility of
a fair hearing, and I sincerely believe
that they will have me judged and
sentenced before I even enter the room.
But I am fully prepared to face all
of the above officials, at GMB HQ
in London, overseen by the general
secretary and senior officials. As a
union member, I expect a fair, unbiased
investigation.
Carl Bromfield

Membership number 206886G

Jigsaw

Weekly Worker readers may, if they
like puzzles, wish to purchase and
piece together the 1,000-piece jigsaw
of the Communist manifesto produced
by Penguin Classics - a hilarious and
richly symbolic work.
Its panoramic sweep suggests a
number of influences on the highly
talented artist, Patrice Killoffer, whose
creation echoes Picasso’s Guernica,
modern graphic novels and ancient
South African rock art. The picture
is dominated by the lower half of
a figure, obviously representing a
capitalist: all we see of him are his
black trousers, the lower part of his
jacket and black shoes. Each of the
shoes is being attacked by a ‘husky
boy’.
The expression, ‘husky boy’, was
one used by the Italian humorist,
Giovanni Guareschi, author of The
little world of Don Camillo and Don
Camillo’s dilemma. In one of these
books ‘husky boys’ are stationed on the instructions from Peppone,
an Italian village communist mayor
- on the stairs down which an anticommunist speaker must descend,
so that they can intercept him. In
Killoffer’s picture it is the capitalist
who is having his shoes bitten.
In another corner of the picture
there is a sort of ‘pig pen’, enclosing
pigs wearing top hats and smoking
cigars - shades of George Orwell’s
Animal farm. In the diagonally
opposite corner a forest of trees sprouts
fists - there are some 26 in all in the
piece. Ecological rebellion? Shades of
the Chinese ‘Boxer Rising’?
I could go on, but I don’t want
to spoil it for would-be puzzlers. In
view of its dimensions, you may find
a sizeable table surface useful. Or you
may just want to read the Penguin
classic edition of the Manifesto.
Chris Gray

London
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AGM

Looking beyond the pandemic

Covid-19 continues to cause huge problems, but it has also forced us to adopt new methods. Vernon Price
reports on the openings, contributions and elections

C

omrades from Labour Party
Marxists were among the
invited guests last Sunday at the
CPGB’s AGM, held on Zoom.
The first discussion, on the
international situation, was introduced
by comrade Mike Macnair. He began
by likening the current pandemic crisis
to a war, requiring huge amounts of
state debt. Once it is over, the debts
will have to be recovered - either from
those with substantial investments or
from the working class. If the latter
course is followed, then the economic
crisis can only worsen. Mike then
outlined six underlying dynamics that
are shaping developments at a global
level.
1. Capitalism is in decline. Whatever
economic measures are taken to
protect capital, they do not work: they
just increase the asset bubble and, in
turn, the levels of inequality.
2. The USA as a productive power is in
relative decline. The point of inflection
for that decline was in 1971, when
Richard Nixon broke with the Bretton
Woods agreement, whereby the dollar
was pegged to the gold standard. Now
US foreign policy ceases to export
‘order’ and instead exports disorder for example, through its interventions
in Afghanistan, Angola, Lebanon and
Iraq.
In the late 1970s the US realised that
the post-war policy of containment was
leaving the working class too strong.
Jimmy Carter (president 1977-81)
made decisive steps in the new policy
of rollback - the shift to the promotion
of ‘human rights’ and the Austrian
school of neoliberal economics. This
held that the free market and unfettered
financial engineering will outperform
the Soviet model and the post-World
War II, west European, mixedeconomy model. In fact this was a big
lie - the US was and remains a mixed
economy, with huge levels of state
intervention, subsidy and regulation.
The collapse of the Soviet Union
meant that capitalism was no longer
required to make so many concessions
to the working class and the end of the
cold war led to the imposition of ‘free
marketism’ throughout much of the
world, with the threat of sanctions and
force against those not complying.
3. However, the workers’ movement
remains paralysed by its attachment
to Stalinism. The collapse of the
Soviet Union disarmed it, and now it
is unable to offer a global alternative to
the world market - an alternative that
is international, democratic and has
planning at its core.
Most of the left has conceded on the
fundamental economic questions and
clings to national roads to socialism,
peoples’ front alliances and top-down
management. As a result the organised
left actually blocks the development
of new struggles by the working class
against the system.
4. The series of crashes provides
categorical disproof of free market
equilibrium ideology. The 2007-08
crisis was followed by stagnation and
money printing. The next crash was
expected in 2020, but instead was
overtaken by the Covid-19 crisis.
5. US
policy
post-Trump
is
characterised by contradictions coming to terms with decline while
still wanting to control the world.
It wants to concentrate on stopping
the rise of China, but is constantly
distracted by the complexity of events
in other parts of the world. The US
has a significant interest in controlling
access to oil from the Middle East, so
it needs to prop up or control regimes
there. Hence Biden’s continued
support for Israel and Saudi Arabia,

Thanks to vaccines, we can combine old normal with new normal
and his further demands on Iran before
any resumption of talks on the JCPOA
nuclear deal1.
6. The attempt to achieve a unified
Europe has failed. The EU was
born as a cold war institution
parallel to Nato. But while the USA
supported extension to the east after
the collapse of the Soviet Union, it
did not support further integration.
Indeed, under Trump the US became
positively hostile, welcoming Brexit,
for example. Notably, the Biden
administration has conspicuously held
back from denouncing the Brexiteers.
In summary, comrade Macnair
concluded that the global dynamics
we now see point towards more
nationalism, nationalist populism,
traditionalism and authoritarianism.

Debate

First into the discussion was comrade
Farzad Kamangar, speaking from
the chair. She noted that economists
from the right, centre and left are
recommending Keynesian policies
for the post-Covid period - both to
reduce the gap between rich and poor
and to increase the role of the state in
the economy. In the UK we have seen
Rishi Sunak implementing a Corbyntype spending programme that was
previously declared impossible.
Comrade Kamangar asked if this type
of state involvement could extend the
life of capitalism and reduce some of
the features of decline. Finally she drew
attention to the way China is using the
Covid crisis to win support around
the world by responding to shortages
of personal protective equipment and
vaccine.
Jack Conrad pointed out that state
intervention in the economy has never
gone away, despite Thatcher’s attacks
on the organised working class and
the selling off of state companies.
Any increase in state spending now
is unlikely to see a return to regular
wage increases. Referring to Trotsky’s
transitional
programme,
which
identified the crisis of humanity as
being the crisis of the leadership of
the working class, he suggested that
what we face now is the absence of
the working class itself as a conscious
political actor. Any shift by the ruling
class to a policy of vicious austerity
could well be met, on the part of the
working class, by narrow, sectional
responses. Equally possible is
support for rightwing populism and
nationalism.
James Harvey spoke about the
new consensus in support of state
intervention, which is often premised
on recreating the post-war boom. He
thought a period of stabilisation was
possible, and those on the left predicting

a cliff-edge collapse of capitalism were
likely to be disappointed. He also drew
attention to the growth in nationalism
and protectionism, and the likely
impact this will have on both internal
and international politics.
In his reply to the discussion
comrade Macnair explained the
conditions which made possible the
post-World War II boom. First was
the default of 50% of global state
debt. Then the huge transfer of British
overseas investments to the US as
upfront payment for arms supplied in
the war. And finally the requirement
to remedy the physical destruction of
infrastructure all over Europe.
Given that these conditions are not
present now, and the prevailing low
rate of profit, any post-Covid recovery
will be based on printing even more
money, and so will be short-lived. It
will not solve capitalism’s systemic
problems.

Prospects

The second session, ‘The CPGB,
Labour and the left’, was introduced
by Jack Conrad. Looking back over the
past year, he noted how Covid-19 had
interrupted our ‘normal’ party life, but
there were also some positives. Yes, we
had to stop physical meetings, but we
have all mastered the alternative online
technology. We have had to forego our
London Communist Forum events,
where we were able to socialise over a
drink after the meeting, but instead we
now hold a weekly Online Communist
Forum which enjoys a much larger
(global) participation. The Weekly
Worker has had to suspend printing,
but the production team have mastered
remote working, and our electroniconly format has allowed us to exceed
the 12-page limitation of the printed
paper.
On Covid-19 he observed that there
have now been over 120,000 deaths in
the UK, far exceeding the early 40,000
worst estimate. This government and
its predecessors must take the blame
for running down the NHS, so that
it was in a poor position to handle
a pandemic, despite the warning
provided by Operation Cygnus. But
to deal with the pandemic the Tory
government had to adopt Covid
socialism. That was certainly the case
with the development of vaccines in
record time. Need, not profit, was the
driver.
Going forward, he suggested that
the economy will experience a postlockdown recovery, but that will
be short-lived and we should then
expect stagnation and attacks on the
organised working class. Despite the
Sturgeon-Salmond rift, the Holyrood
elections are still likely to see a win

for the Scottish National Party, with
the demand for a second independence
referendum centre stage. But equally
likely is a ‘hardball’ response from
Boris Johnson. The pandemic has
seen serious deteriorations in working
conditions in various sectors. We
cannot predict the form that any
resistance will take, but resistance
there will be.
Jack emphasised that for us the
Labour Party is a strategic question.
It was important before the Corbyn
leadership and remains important now.
Although under Corbyn there had been
a chance to take a genuine historic step
forward in transforming the party,
neither at the top nor below was the left
in any condition to achieve anything
much. The push from below was
barely organised, and from above the
leadership was paralysed by the search
for unity with the so-called centre, with
the aim of neutralising the right. In
reality this meant unity with the right,
as the Corbyn leadership itself became
an agent of the witch-hunt against
the left. Labour remains a bourgeois
party of the working class, with its
trade union affiliates and a sizeable
leftwing membership. Though the left
has largely been tamed, we should
expect the witch-hunt to continue: it
has developed a logic, a momentum
of its own which has already taken
it into the media, academia and local
government.
Looking to the future and being
optimistic that the pandemic will be
overcome, Jack discussed the CPGB’s
perspectives. We expect to resume
the printing of the Weekly Worker by
late spring. Likewise we hope to hold
our usual face-to-face Communist
University in late summer. As we
resume normal work, the normal costs
will return, so comrades should expect
a return of our Summer Offensive to
raise the required funds.
He then moved on to discuss the
Labour Party conference, which
will take place in September, and he
expected it to have a very different
character to that of the last one, held in
2019. The overwhelming dominance
of the left amongst delegates
from constituency parties will be
gone. Nevertheless Labour Party
Marxists should prepare a significant
intervention, producing Red Pages and
hosting a fringe meeting. Obviously
we will support the conference
initiatives mounted by Labour Against
the Witchhunt, the Labour Left
Alliance and other campaigns against
the purge. But, as the witch-hunt will
be in full swing, we should anticipate
attempts to deny us a platform, so
early bookings and preparations will
be important.
Jack then referred to the case of
the comrade who resigned a year ago,
causing a sharp division within the
CPGB. He explained that, while it
was presented by some as a procedural
dispute, with the benefit of hindsight it
can be seen there were clear questions
of principle involved.
In conclusion comrade Conrad was
sure that the CPGB will build on the
positives gained from operating under
the pandemic, and not lose the global
reach provided by the technology we
have been forced to adopt. While there
can be no return to the old routine, he
looked forward to resuming traditional
events, where we will once again meet
up in person.

Strong feelings

In the discussion that followed it was
clear that the case of the departed
comrade still provokes strong feelings,
in particular surrounding the events

leading to her departure. But none of
the comrades who spoke disagreed
with Jack Conrad’s assertion that this
was an issue of principle. Paul Demarty
explained that the first he heard of the
political difference was learning that
the comrade had resigned. This is not
how things should happen in a party
whose rules specifically allow for
political disagreements and encourage
members to state their views.
Stan Keable called on LPM
supporters to engage in the various
left campaigns within Labour. Each
organisation provides an opportunity
for us to present principled Marxist
politics to a new audience. Ollie Hughes
argued for a more coordinated online
presence to maximise the CPGB’s
impact - he expected this to be taken
up at a future aggregate. He noted that
the Morning Star’s Communist Party
of Britain has been boasting about a
surge in new recruits following the
purge in Labour, but that the assorted
political baggage they brought with
them has led to internal scandals and
crises within that organisation.
I outlined problems with Labour
Party members withdrawing from
all activity during the current witchhunt, and how this was paralysing
local organisation. Whilst looking
forward to LPM activity at the annual
conference, I suggested that a fringe
meeting this year will be problematic,
given that most Labour members will
stay away to avoid being fingered for
suspension.
Paul Demarty came back in to
point out that the CPGB has had a
global audience for many years - he
believed that the Weekly Worker still
has marginally more readers in the
USA than in the UK. He thought
an important question was how to
organise this international following.
Sarah Stewart expressed a view
shared by many, that we should invest
in suitable equipment to facilitate
hybrid meetings in the future. That
way comrades could share a similar
experience, whether attending in
person or joining remotely.
In replying to the debate comrade
Conrad agreed that this year’s Labour
conference will be a challenge. He
recalled that even before Corbyn the
delegates were always polite towards
our comrades, and this contrasted with
the hostility, even physical assaults,
experienced at the SWP’s Marxism
events. He still thought an LPM fringe
meeting would be a good initiative,
and suggested the comrades consider
inviting Moshé Machover to be a
speaker.
He was pleased that our global
audience was increasing, and that
supporters in some countries were
organising to engage in politics, but
he stressed that we will not be going
down the path of declaring a new
international any time soon!
The AGM concluded with elections
to the Provisional Central Committee.
Warm thanks were expressed to Peter
Manson for his work over many
years as a PCC member. Peter is
stepping back for health reasons, but
will continue with his role as Weekly
Worker editor. The other full members
of the current PCC - Jack Conrad,
Mike Macnair and Farzad Kamangar
- were re-elected unanimously, along
with James Harvey, who was made a
full member l

Notes
1. The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action

(JCPOA) is an agreement on Iran’s nuclear
programme reached in July 2015 by Iran and the
‘P5+1’ (the five permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council - China, France, Russia,
United Kingdom, United States – plus Germany).
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SCOTLAND

Unionist wishful thinking
The Salmond-Sturgeon rift has given hope to anti-independence forces, writes Paul Demarty. But the national
question is not so easily dealt with

S

ince we last had cause to
comment on the feud between
Alex Salmond and Nicola
Sturgeon, things have hardly calmed
down.
Last week, after much back and
forth, Salmond - leader of the Scottish
National Party when it obtained and
narrowly lost the 2014 independence
referendum - finally delivered
evidence to the parliamentary inquiry
into the Scottish government’s
handling of sexual misconduct
allegations against him. He used
the platform, as widely expected, to
allege that he was the victim of a fitup job, in which Sturgeon - the current
first minister and once a close ally of
Salmond - was very much implicated.
As we shall see, Sturgeon got her
opportunity to hit back on March 3.
Those allegations arose at the peak
of the ‘Me Too’ moment, and it is
hardly surprising that the SNP and
Scottish government wanted to place
clear blue water between themselves
and Salmond as a result. The manner
in which they did so, however, was
marked by catastrophic bungling and
abuses of process: Salmond won a
judicial review of the proceedings, but
evidence was passed on to the police,
who managed to produce 14 criminal
charges on behalf of 10 women. Of
those charges, he was found not guilty
of 12 (one other was ‘not proven’), Fallout will damage SNP but not derail independence demands
while the last charge was dropped by
the prosecution during the trial. The MSPs. “He was someone I looked up discipline has been breaking down …
question before the parliamentary to, someone I revered. I would never Salmond’s pushback against the
inquiry is how these allegations were have wanted to ‘get’ Alex Salmond.” SNP’s chief executive, Peter Murrell,
so spectacularly mishandled. There She nonetheless had to own up to who is married to Sturgeon, has wider
is, separately, an investigation into the “catastrophic” errors in the handling sympathy.” Furthermore,
specific question of whether Sturgeon of the initial allegations, particularly
breached the ministerial code - by assigning Evans to investigate, when
the SNP is not governing Scotland
convention a resignation matter. she had already met the complainants,
as well as it pretends. It has been
This is being conducted by James with the result that, as she said, “Two
in power for 14 years now, and
Hamilton - a QC and former Irish women were failed and taxpayers’
it certainly shows. If the feud
director of public prosecutions, hired money was lost [in costs and damages
becomes an SNP civil war - and
to act as the Scottish government’s to Salmond]. I deeply regret that.”
there are signs that it may - the
‘independent’ investigator of such Nonetheless, she denies any of the
electoral damage could be more
breaches.
specific charges that would raise the
rapid than some suppose. Only a
Salmond’s evidence contained question of her resignation. For now,
small slippage of support for the
repeated assertions that the code the ball is back in Hamilton’s court.
SNP would change the political
was, indeed, breached. Sturgeon
landscape significantly.1
misled parliament as to when she
learned of the allegations against There is never a good time for Finally, if an SNP victory is to provide
him, and he has witnesses to prove your party’s two most prominent a mandate for a second referendum,
it. Permanent secretary Leslie Evans, personalities to develop a murderous turnout must be high enough to justify
whose job it was to organise the enmity - it is not immediately obvious it. The feud, even if it does not drive
initial investigation, communicated whether this is a relatively good or voters to the Tories and Labour, may
improperly with complainants before bad time for it.
merely disengage people, creating
they had formally complained. These
The polls ahead of this spring’s ambiguity on this point.
facts were hidden from police even in Holyrood elections have in general
Some additional reassurance may
the face of a warrant. The identity of barely budged, and that is good news come from the fact that independence
one of the complainants was leaked. for the Nats, who hover in the 50-55% opinion polls, having consistently
And so it goes on.
range. Sturgeon’s approval ratings given the ‘yes’ side a comfortable
This week’s MacGuffin was remain high and Salmond’s remain lead in recent months, are tightening,
the fabled legal advice given to the low. There are dangers, however. with one even finding a lead for the
Scottish government on the Salmond Hamilton is supposed to report back ‘no’ side for the first time in almost
case by barrister Roddy Dunlop - in mid-March; the parliamentary a year. Anas Sarwar’s victory in the
long understood and now confirmed committee is under pressure to do Scottish Labour leadership contest,
to have suggested that Salmond’s so before the end of the parliament meanwhile, rules out obtaining any
judicial review was highly likely to and the beginning of campaigning. If support from that quarter for a new
succeed; in that case, what the hell either one should result in Sturgeon’s vote on independence, as mooted by
were Sturgeon and co up to? The resignation, then the SNP will be Sarwar’s opponent.
committee has demanded this advice in a very sticky situation; assuming
It is certainly possible that the
be published repeatedly, and has been a caretaker leader can be found accumulation of such difficulties
stonewalled by deputy first minister quickly enough to avert a split, it will delay immediate steps towards a
John Swinney - only the credible will nonetheless be damaging on the confrontation over independence. So
threat of a vote of no confidence campaign trail.
far as a political difference between
forced him to back down. Even now,
The dangers are most reassuring, of Sturgeon and Salmond is discernible,
records of several legal briefings are course, to the pro-union establishment it concerns the strategy for getting
missing - much to the frustration of parties and their apologists. Martin to a second referendum. Sturgeon,
Labour and other opposition MSPs.
Kettle, the Blairite Guardian the story goes, is more cautious, and
All of which set the scene for columnist, represents the trend fairly favours preparation of an unassailable
Sturgeon’s performance on March 3. well, in an article of February 25 case that will force the hand of, if not
She dismissed as “absurd” the headlined ‘The feud between this Westminster government, then
idea that there was a conspiracy to Sturgeon and Salmond could derail the next. Salmond prefers a bolder,
destroy Salmond’s reputation: “Alex Scottish independence’. In addition more impatient approach. The victory
Salmond has been for most of my to the nightmare scenario of Sturgeon of an embattled Sturgeon in May
political life, since I was 20, 21 years being forced out, he considers various will, presumably, tend to accentuate
of age, my closest colleague,” she told other signs of weakness: “internal her cautious instincts; some of the

Enmity

shifts that created a constituency for
independence.
These shifts are various: the defeat
of the labour movement in the 1980s
and 1990s; the prior emergence
of North Sea oil as a somewhat
plausible basis for an independent
Scottish petro-state; the vicious
attacks on municipal power by central
government under Thatcher, Major,
and - with the singular exception
of devolution - Blair; and, yes,
devolution itself, which made the
Holyrood regime the Scots’ only
meaningful prophylactic against
British political dysfunction and what
appears to be a built-in Toryism.

Federal republic

urgency will thereby be drawn from
the matter.
Yet Kettle and the like should
not take too much comfort from
that. They are perhaps too prone
to view politics in terms similar
to Carl Schmitt, rather than Karl
Marx (Kettle’s own Eurocommunist
youth notwithstanding). Schmitt’s
interpretation of the business of
law and politics in terms of crises
of decision and the importance
of individual actors in such crises
made him the perfect jurist for
Nazi Germany, but has peculiarly
also provided him with a strong
posthumous
reputation
among
bourgeois liberals, whose apologetic
method increasingly involves a
mysticism about ‘leadership’. From
that point of view - just maybe taking Sturgeon out of the game will
mean that the crucial moment passes.
There are two kinds of objections
to that kind of logic. Firstly, on its
own terms, it is too optimistic. If the
next Scottish government (assuming
that the SNP will in fact prevail) fails
to push for a new referendum with
sufficient vigour, there is the risk of
a crisis of expectations. That may set
the scene for the return of Salmond or,
failing that, some less toxic advocate
of Salmondismo; a defenestration or
two later, and we may be heading
for the very showdown ‘sensible’
establishment types are trying to
avoid.
The other kind of objection
requires us to drop one Carl in favour
of the other. Marxism teaches us to
pay close attention to the underlying
tendencies playing out between large
social groups, including nations and
most especially classes: historical
periods have a certain structure, and
the aforementioned crises of decision
cannot be understood apart from that.
From that point of view, the strength
of separatist opinion in Scotland is
not the result of individual genius
and incompetence (the craftiness of
Salmond, combined with the stupidity
either of Brexit or devolution,
according to taste), but historic

Against such a background, the
constitutional structures holding
the UK together are, as such,
manifestly unjust. It is not untrue to
complain that a political-financial
elite geographically concentrated
in London and south-east England
has progressively expropriated the
political power of everyone else. That
national framing of that phenomenon
is misleading: the cities of northern
England suffer no less (never mind
the deprived coastal towns of the
south-east, living cheek-by-jowl with
the very same elite). Any worthwhile
resolution to all this must involve
the destruction of the state regime
called the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and
its replacement with constitutional
arrangements with real legitimacy
among the mass of the population.
Of course, once we look at
things through the Marxist lens, the
conclusion must be that the division
of the kingdom into its constituent
parts is not an adequate replacement.
The dream of Scottish independence
is just that - a dream. Even if the new
Scottish state were able to grab all the
remaining oil from the rump UK and, leaving aside the environmental
considerations, mere possession of
the resources buys you little (just
ask the Venezuelans) - one needs
access to the structures of global
finance and commodities markets.
That access comes at a price, and
moreover a steeper price for small
states than larger ones. (Even before
‘independence day’, this contradiction
is weirdly obvious, in that the current
justification for ‘taking back control’
from London is … to hand it back
over to Frankfurt and Brussels by
rejoining the European Union.)
Resistance to those global
structures of power demands a social
basis that can stand united against it;
the nation-state by definition is no
such basis and, so long as the world
is divided into states, those states will
be driven into ‘beggar thy neighbour’
activities. In fact it demands a united
international class movement of
the proletariat, which shall hardly
come into being in Britain so long
as national sectionalism reigns in
Scotland and national chauvinism in
England.
A federal republic with full
national rights ought to be our
immediate objective. This represents
the only real response to the power of
nationalist fantasies north and south
of the Tweed l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/feb/24/
sturgeon-salmond-scottish-independence-firstminister-politics.
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SUPPLEMENT

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

Reclaim
the festival

It is not enough to bemoan the corporate feminists for usurping International Women’s Day, writes Anne McShane.
We must show that socialism is a real alternative

I

nternational
Women’s
Day,
celebrated each year on March 8,
needs to be reclaimed by the
socialist and working class movement.
It belongs to our history, established
by the Socialist International in 1910
to advance women’s emancipation
as part of the struggle to overthrow
capitalism, created to emancipate
working women from the very forces
which today falsely claim it as their
own.
This year’s official bourgeois
festival
has
the
theme,
#ChooseToChallenge. Supporters of
women’s equality are called on to share
a photo on social media with a raised
hand - “striking a Choose to Challenge
pose”. Role models for the campaign
are the famous ‘challengers’, Kamala
Harris and Amal Clooney. The event
is ‘partnered’ by the transnationals,
HCL Technologies and Medtronic,
and supported by McDonalds,
Diageo, DHL and a list of other
such companies and banks. Online
meetings will be held on IWD to
promote women’s “achievements and

visibility”, when female executives
from Google, Forbes and IBM will
tell us their individual success stories.
The campaign of course does not
pretend to have any hope of success
for the majority of women. No, what
it holds out is ‘parity’, in other words
the equality of bourgeois women with
bourgeois men. Even then, the signs
are not hopeful:
According to the World Economic
Forum, sadly none of us will see
gender parity in our lifetimes,
and nor likely will many of our
children. Gender parity will not be
attained for almost a century.1
However, what it does successfully
do is provide endorsement for its
corporate partners and supporters, with
female executives extolling the virtues
of their respective company, and a
list of vacant positions that women
seeking equality are encouraged to
apply for. The path to self-liberation
is through obtaining work with a
“progressive employer”. The event

Corporate capitalism has
taken over International
Women’s Day to push
bourgeois feminism and the
demand for parity between
male and female exploiters

is a glossy online opportunity for
transnationals to promote themselves
and recruit.
Of course, there is no mention of
the oppression suffered by the vast
majority of women today, of working
class struggles against poverty and
exploitation. That the bourgeoisie
has managed to lay hold of IWD and
use it for its own purposes should
fill us full of indignation - and a
determination to build a movement
capable of defeating it and securing
genuine emancipation.
The struggle against feminism is in
essence little different today from that
fought by those who launched IWD in
1911. As Alexandra Kollontai put it,

or wealth. For the woman worker
it is a matter of indifference who
is the ‘master’: a man or a woman.
Together with the whole of her
class, she can ease her position as
a worker.2
Today the likes of Kamala Harris,
Angela Merkel and Christine Lagarde
run the political system which
oppresses the vast majority of the
world’s population and threatens
our very existence. They are not
representatives of working class
women, but sworn enemies. They are
the very people that IWD must assert
itself against, with no illusions in
feminism.

What is the aim of the feminists?
Their aim is to achieve the same
advantages, the same power, the
same rights within capitalist society
as those possessed now by their
husbands, fathers and brothers.
What is the aim of the women
workers? Their aim is to abolish
all privileges deriving from birth

As can be seen from the report of the
conference in 1910, which launched
the annual event, there were cautious
hopes for the success of IWD.
Clara Zetkin and her comrades
were surprised by the powerful
response. Alexandra Kollontai, who
was part of the International Socialist

Early years
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Secretariat and based in Germany at
the time, wrote:
Its
success
succeeded
all
expectation. Germany and Austria
on Working Women’s Day was
one seething, trembling sea of
women. Meetings were organised
everywhere - in the small towns
and even in the villages halls were
packed so full that they had to
ask male workers to give up their
places for the women.3
There were reports of mass
demonstrations in 1911 and the years
that followed, with IWD becoming a
focal point in the struggle for universal
suffrage and against the militarism
of World War I. After the Russian
Revolution, IWD was declared a
public holiday and the event was
fixed to take place in every country on
March 8.
The
Zhenotdel
(Women’s
Department of the Russian Communist
Party), established in 1919, and the
Communist Women’s Movement
(1920) pledged that March 8 would
be utilised to give concrete meaning
to formal and legal commitments
to women’s emancipation. It would
provide an annual launch pad for
initiatives on education, employment,
the socialisation of domestic labour
and childcare, the recruitment and
promotion of women by communist
parties, and the winning of communist
and working class men to the cause
of women’s emancipation. It would
also be an opportunity for the
movement to review and discuss
gains and difficulties in what was truly
unchartered and challenging territory.
Everyone knows about the
extraordinary militancy and courage
of the women of Petrograd, who rose
up against the tsar on IWD 1917, thus
sparking the February revolution.
But up until recently the communist
women’s movement - the inheritor of
the best of the Socialist International’s
tradition and its continuation at a
higher level - has been little discussed
among the left. Proper research
and study - both of women in the
Soviet Union and in the international
communist movement - has largely
been confined to academia. Perversely
it has been described as part of ‘firstwave feminism’ - despite the fact that
communist women were vehement
opponents of the ‘equal righters’ of
such feminism. They were consistent
and forceful in that opposition.
Kollontai made clear in an article
for IWD 1913 that:
For bourgeois women, political
rights are simply a means allowing
them to make their way more
conveniently and more securely in
a world founded on the exploitation
of the working people. For women
workers, political rights are a step
along the rocky and difficult path
that leads to the desired kingdom
of labour.4
In other words, the projects of
feminism and that of socialism were
counterposed to each other.
In fact Kollontai was viewed with
horror by the feminist movement
in Russia - she was despised for
turning up to feminist meetings and
conferences to demolish their claims
to represent the interests of working
class women, and in doing so ‘splitting
the women’s movement’. Indeed she
and other comrades had some success
in doing just that in 1908.
Yet, despite their declared antifeminism, communist women of the
time are almost always described
in academic literature as ‘feminists’
or (worse) ‘socialist feminists’.
Unfortunately most women socialists
and communists today also describe
them as socialist feminist and argue
that if these women were alive today
they would do the same.
This claim is totally false and

betrays a misunderstanding of the
ideas of communist women. They
believed that the struggle for women’s
emancipation was part of the universal
struggle for socialism and was one
which concerned men as well as
women.
The manner in which the
Zhenotdel built March 8 in the early
1920s illustrates its determination
to build a movement of men and
women in Soviet Russia. Its leaders
argued there could be no socialism
without a universal commitment to the
emancipation of all. March 8 was to be
a “proletarian festival” like May Day,
involving women and men working
together in common cause.
March 8 also provided an
opportunity to launch an offensive
within the party and soviets and
to make practical progress. A key
slogan was ‘Agitatsiya delom’ or
‘Agitation in practice’ - showing
working women that the communists
were really on their side. Childcare
and women’s health were important
issues, with the opening of nurseries
and kindergartens, along with health
amenities for pregnant and nursing
mothers, coinciding with March 8.
The campaign for the education
of women would also receive a boost
with the opening of schools, colleges
and courses aimed at women, and the
specific allocation of places to women
in mixed educational establishments.
There were initiatives to promote
women to leading positions within
the party and soviets, introduce safety
measures at work, unionise women
workers, provide cheap nutrition and
other amenities, set up cooperatives
- all aimed at integrating women to
the project and socialising ‘women’s
work’. March 8 was used as an
opportunity to argue for the importance
of women’s full involvement as
equals in Soviet society. Articles were
published in Pravda, Izvestia and
other journals, along with meetings
and debates aimed at educating and
informing men as well as women.
In the eastern parts of the Soviet
Union, March 8 was focused on
bringing the broadest masses
into political activity. Writing in
Kommunistka, the Zhenotdel journal,
in 1923, Serafima Liubimova, the
head of the Central Asian department,
demanded that “the woman question
be put on the agenda of every cell
and made a normal part of the work
of the party”.5 In June of the same
year she claimed some success had
been achieved already, with March
8 having “a distinctively proletarian
atmosphere, involving both men
and women in all events”.6 She
declared proudly that “thousands
of women wearing veils took part
in the celebrations, including in a
public march through Tashkent”.
Photographs in Kommunistka show
groups of veiled and unveiled women
marching together with their banners.
In 1924 Liubimova announced a
further victory, with the Sredazburo
(Central Asian Bureau) agreeing to
“include the women question on the
agendas of cells, training courses
and party schools”.7 In February
1925 the central committee called on
all party organisations in the east to
implement measures aimed at “the
maximum recruitment of indigenous
women, the creation of crèches,
canteens and other supports, and
the education of women.” Also, “all
party cells” were called on “to assist
and facilitate indigenous women in
becoming active in social production
outside the home”.8 Kommunistka
writers applauded these initiatives and
claimed that support from the party
leadership had encouraged indigenous
women to participate in larger
numbers in March 8 events that year.

overall Soviet project - not some
kind of feminist lobby group. Being
accepted as such was another matter.
Despite declarations of intent of the
type mentioned above, there was
little actually done by the party
leadership to support the Zhenotdel’s
work. The isolation of the revolution,
hardships of the civil war, the New
Economic Policy, etc no doubt
hindered progress - and, of course,
there was a very definite limit to what
could be achieved. However, the
opposition of male party members
to the Zhenotdel’s very existence which they saw as a nuisance and/
or a feminist enclave - along with
a lack of real support from the
leadership, seriously undermined its
position. The pages of Kommunistka
are full of complaints about
unfulfilled promises and arguments
for the validity and importance of
its work. Local communist men
were sometimes described as more
arrogant, dismissive and chauvinist
than their non-party counterparts.
If this was a problem confined
to the Soviet Union then those
who argue that the issue was just
the limitation of resources would
have a point. But the Communist
Women’s Movement set up in 1920
faced similar problems. In her report
to Comintern on CWM’s second
conference in 1921, Zetkin spoke of
the success of the movement:

This clearly provides evidence that
the Zhenotdel considered itself
to be a fundamental part of the

It took place this year to a much
greater extent, with more unity,
and including much broader

Obstacles

Beyond any doubt, we have
registered gratifying progress
during the last year. This is
evident in the development of the
Communist Women’s Movement
in individual countries, where
increasing masses of women
comrades are resolutely joining
the Communist Party. There has
also been progress in international
coordination of efforts to place the
broadest masses of women at the
service of proletarian revolution.
However, she then went on to point
to the problems:
But mixed into our pleasure
regarding these steps forward
is a measure of bitterness. In
most countries, the gains of the
Communist Women’s Movement
have been achieved without
support from the Communist
Party, indeed in some instances
against its open or hidden
opposition. There is still
insufficient understanding of the
fact that without the participation
in revolutionary struggles of
women who are conscious, clear
on their goal, certain regarding
the path and prepared to make
sacrifices, the proletariat will be
able neither to seize power in
civil war nor, after establishing its
dictatorship, to begin constructing
a communist society.9
She then argues that feminism cannot
be defeated as an opponent unless
the Comintern takes a lead:
… it does immense damage to
the revolution and to activating
the masses for this revolution if
the communist parties of every
country fail to commit the same
energy to the revolutionary
mobilisation and training of
women for the battles of the
proletariat as they do to mobilise
the men. As for the comrades who
do not gather and train women
to be conscious partners in
revolution, I call them conscious
saboteurs of the revolution.
In her 1922 report to the Comintern
she spoke of the importance of
March 8 and stated:

masses of proletarian women
than had been the case in the
previous two years. And this
celebration highlighted the fact
that it is not a separate women’s
event, not a women’s issue, but
an issue for the party, a party
campaign; a declaration of war by
communism against capitalism;
a beginning of the struggle for
which an army of millions of
exploited and oppressed must be
gathered, armed and made ready.
Almost everywhere - more in
some areas and less in others - it
was carried out as a campaign of
the Communist Party as a whole.
However, there remained major
problems with the setting up within
parties of commissions for work
among women - theses on which
had been agreed by the Comintern in
1921. In Britain there was none and
in France it had been closed down.
Bulgaria and Germany were far
more successful and steps forward
had been taken in the Netherlands,
Italy and Poland.10
Comrade
Zetkin
raised
the question of education and
organisation;
I therefore give you all an urgent
warning: take care that the women
in your ranks are assigned to the
party’s practical tasks in what I
would like to call an individual
fashion, bringing them in and
assigning them personally. Take
care that all possibilities for
education and that all existing
institutions for the theoretical
and practical education of the
membership are open to them.
Take care that, where a common
rounded education is not possible,
the
necessary
educational
vehicles for women are created
in the form of courses, lectures,
and appropriate publications and
literature for women.
Comrades, part of your own
educational work is to assure the
thorough and practical education
of women as communist
colleagues in struggle. This is
beyond any doubt an important
and essential precondition for
your success.
I have quoted from Zetkin at length
to illustrate the approach of the
communist women’s movement,
its enormous potential to build the
Comintern, and the continuing
problems it faced from within its
own ranks. I believe that today, in
order to reclaim our movement, we
must examine its experiences in a
critical manner and take seriously the
problems it faced from within.
I am glad that there are now
serious efforts underway to do so. A
book on the CWM 1920-22, which
provides for the first time a complete
translation of its conferences and
meetings, edited by Mike Taber and
Daria Dyanokova will hopefully be
published this year. This will be an
enormously valuable contribution
and I hope it will stimulate debate.11
Other comrades are working on
the question, both in terms of the
legacy of the Women’s Secretariat
of the Second International and of
individual sections of the Comintern.
We have a great deal to learn from
our own movement.

Theory and
education

There are obviously material reasons
for women’s oppression, which are
reflected in relationships between
men and women - and communist
organisations are no exception. And
for women the question is of far
more immediate importance than
for men. But we as communists
need to consciously overcome these
issues in order to recruit the mass of
working class women to the cause of

revolution.
Working class women will not
join organisations which have little
practical interest in the issues which
affect them and within which women
do not play a leading role. An annual
article to coincide with March 8 is
not good enough. Education is key
for us now, just as it was for previous
generations.
Looking back, it seems to me that
communist women took the ideas of
Friedrich Engels and August Bebel
on women’s liberation far more
seriously than their male comrades.
Certainly
Nadia
Krupskaya
bemoaned the lack of education for
men on the woman question. But it
is vital for both men and women to
understand the theoretical basis of
women’s oppression and its practical
reflection in today’s world.
Bebel made clear his view that
socialism and women’s emancipation
are intrinsically linked:
The complete emancipation
of woman, and her equality
with man, is the final goal of
our cultural development, the
achievement of which no power
on earth can prevent.12
Engels wrote that, under socialism,
... the position of men will be very
much altered. But the position
of women, of all women, also
undergoes significant change.
With the transfer of the means
of production into common
ownership, the single family
ceases to be the economic unit of
society. Private housekeeping is
transformed into a social industry.
The care and education of the
children becomes a public affair;
society looks after all children
alike, whether they are legitimate
or not.13
Of course, this will create major
changes in personal and social
relationships. We have seen numerous
examples of how the entering of
women into struggle has such a deep
effect on them that they do not want to
return to their old lives as housewives
and carers. We do not want to end up
in a situation again where communist
organisations see women’s selforganisation as a hindrance or where
communist and working class men
resent and impede it.
We therefore must integrate
women’s emancipation into all
aspects of our party work. We must
research and understand the question
in a far more profound way. There
is an enormous level of untranslated
and undiscussed material setting out
our history and there are, of course,
many interesting debates today debates for which we as Marxists can
provide answers.
Comrades, it is not enough to
condemn the feminists for usurping
March 8. We must show that
socialism is a real alternative and
that we as communists reflect our
commitment to that goal in our
work today. l
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raskreposhcheniiu’ Kommunistka No6, 1923.
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SUPPLEMENT

Women’s Day established

M

arch 8 2021 marks 110
years since International
Women’s Day was first
commemorated by the
working class movement.
What follows is what we
believe to be the first English
translation of a report of the
1910 International Socialist
Congress of Women in
Copenhagen, which passed
the resolution to establish
the event as a regular feature
in the international socialist
calendar.
The unsigned article first

appeared in Die Gleichheit
(Equality), the fortnightly
paper of German Social
Democracy’s women’s
movement. Die Gleichheit
regularly featured reports
from its sister organisations
around the world. Edited by
Clara Zetkin - once branded
by kaiser Wilhelm II as the
“most dangerous witch” in
the country - she insisted
that women’s liberation
presupposed working class
political organisation. Zetkin
was eventually removed as

editor by the SPD leadership
in 1917: the paper had been
struggling against the pro-war
‘fortress peace’ policies of the
SPD during World War I.
It cannot be said with
certainty that Zetkin wrote
this piece, but it bears her
fingerprints in its polemical,
no-nonsense style and in
its emphasis on organising
and educating working-class
women internationally and
drawing them into the workers’
movement. What is more, even
though some of its broadsides

on the necessity of banning
nightwork for women (!) read
rather strangely today - at
a time when inequality is
on the increase, not only
between men and women, but
between women - some of
its fundamental points about
the ‘fondly told fairytale’ of a
cross-class ‘sisterhood’ of all
women are salient, to put it
mildly.
March 8 celebrations in
2021 (#ChooseToChallenge!)
are a world away from the
ideas and motivations back

in Copenhagen in 1910. Yet
it should not be forgotten
that the international
socialist movement itself
led to enormous progress
for women across the world.
The revolutionary left today
should rightly look back at
this movement both with pride
and a certain sense of shame:
pride in what it achieved in
spite of the odds; and shame
that we have hitherto engaged
so little with its activity, ideas
and historical legacy l
Ben Klein

The Second International Socialist Congress
of Women in Copenhagen

First published in Die Gleichheit,
No25 (September 12 1910)
he significance of the Second
International Conference of
Women Socialists should not be
judged by its depiction in the press.
There it was overshadowed by the
larger, more significant event that it
preceded - the International Socialist
Congress - to such an extent that the
essential features and significance of
the women’s conference could not be
clearly outlined.
Its importance and its achievements,
however, will undoubtedly find
expression in the activity of the women
comrades of all countries who sent
their representatives to the meeting.
And this is what matters. If we examine
the outcome of the proceedings in
Copenhagen from this perspective,
then the female comrades ought to
be satisfied with it. The conference
broadened and strengthened the
relations between the socialist women
of the various countries and here
and there increased the common
understanding of the central features
of the movement. For some it shed
clear light on the fundamental socialist
attitude on many important questions,
while for others it led to new, fruitful
suggestions for practice. So it was that
nobody went home from the meetings
empty-handed, and those who had
things to offer in one respect benefited
in another. The appreciative and
uplifting awareness of this interaction
can only help to strengthen the bonds
that unite the female comrades of
all countries in their will to work as
uniformly as possible in the service of
the great, shared goal of socialism.
If the necessity of international
coordination between socialist women
had not yet been established, then
the Copenhagen Conference did so
not only by its sizeable attendance,
which speaks of a vividly felt need for
such discussions, but also, and above
all, by the course of the negotiations
themselves. Delegates were present
from 17 different nations and it is
both understandable and extremely
gratifying that the Danish and Swedish
women comrades sent a particularly
strong delegation. We may hope that
from now on the women comrades in
the Scandinavian countries - whose
work exhibits both so much freshness
and a deep, yet controlled, enthusiasm
- will have established close
contact with the Socialist Women’s
International. The same is true of the
women comrades from America, but it
will take time for an organised socialist
women’s movement to develop in the
Romance-speaking1 countries that
will seek connections with the sister
movements abroad.
There are many signs that our hopes
for this are certainly justified. The
trade association of seamstresses and

T

shopfitters in Lisbon wanted to express
its solidarity with the comrades at the
congress and its desire for constant
contact with them, so it gave comrade
[Clara] Zetkin a mandate. In the Italian
Socialist Party, there is a growing
recognition that the women of the
working people also must be trained in
socialism and united in an organisation.
A discussion of the woman question at
the forthcoming party congress is to
set in motion the related systematic
work and draw up guidelines for
it. The executive committee of our
fraternal party in Italy therefore sent
comrade [Angelica] Balabanoff2
to the conference as a delegate and
conveyed its heartfelt congratulations
for the work of the congress, which
unfortunately arrived too late to be read
out. The same happened to two other
letters: one from comrade Tillmann,
who wrote on behalf of the National
Association of Socialist Women in
Belgium; and another from a recently
founded socialist women’s group in
Lille (north France). We are convinced
that the beginnings of the unified
activity of the female comrades in the
Romance countries will be fostered
by these international links. The next
International Socialist Women’s
Conference will therefore no longer
exhibit the gaps and shortcomings
that we are so painfully aware of at the
moment.
During the discussions on the means
of making international relations
between the women comrades of all
countries more regular and firmer, there
were many proposals and suggestions
for things that already exist, such as
the international exchange of socialist
women’s publications, the submission
of correspondence to a central office
for further dissemination, and so
on. Of course, such proposals came
from women comrades who had
only recently, or almost never, come
into contact with the International
Secretariat
[of
the
women’s
International].
Much more ambitious was the
proposal of our female comrades
from the Netherlands to establish an
international women’s journal that
would not only provide information
about the state of the socialist women’s
movement in the individual countries,
but would also deal with emerging
problems of the woman question from
a socialist point of view, taking into
account everything that relates to that
question. The comrades justified this
demand in particular with reference
to the urgent need to train women
comrades in the fundamentals and to
the inadequate treatment of the various
aspects of the woman question in the
socialist press.
The Dutch comrades withdrew
the motion after comrade Zietz3 had
convincingly shown both the practical
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impossibility of its realisation and
that this need should be addressed
in another way. Through their
correspondents, she said, the comrades
of the different countries should bring
their desire for a theoretical discussion
of individual questions to the attention
of the international secretary, who
would then see to it that they were
dealt with in Die Gleichheit [Equality].
Comrade Zietz rightly pointed out that
the articles in question would be useful
not only to female comrades abroad,
but also to newly recruited women.
Her suggestion met with general
approval, since - as was stressed by
all sides - Die Gleichheit has certainly
proved its worth as a central agency
and publication for international
correspondence.

No compromise

Without doubt, the highlight of
the conference was the discussion
on female suffrage. Once again, it
became apparent how, as soon as
major questions of principle are
fought over, the debates acquire inner
substance, strength and momentum.
And that was the case here too. Those
comrades present who were familiar
with the situation and knew that a
not inconsiderable number of leading
English female comrades - despite all
of the resolutions passed by the trade
union and party congresses in their own
country and the International Socialist
Congress in 1907 - unfortunately were
fighting alongside bourgeois women’s
rights activists for a restricted women’s
suffrage; for those comrades familiar
with this situation, it was clear from
the outset that the discussions would
revolve not around the question of
the means, but the goal itself. And so
it came to pass. The well-represented
English comrades, who belong to the
Independent Labour Party and the
Fabian Society, warmly advocated that
the passage characterising the restricted
right of women to vote in a sharp and
principled manner should be deleted
from the resolution that proclaimed
the struggle for universal suffrage for
all adults. This characterisation, they
argued, was an indirect condemnation
of the attitude of those comrades who
had initially supported the demand for
a restricted right to vote for women in
England.
The comrades Murphy, Butcher,
Philips4 and others tried in vain to
justify this position. Their reasoning is
well-known: the nature and the effects
of a restricted suffrage are not as bad
as they appear in principle, they said;
it could, of course, not be the overall
goal of the struggle for the political
emancipation of the female sex, but
represented an important step in that
direction; in England they had to take
what could be achieved at this moment
in time and so on. The fact that this
reasoning was repeated on several
occasions did not exactly bolster its
cogency. Nor did it become more
convincing by the fact that it was
combined with a glorification of the
good hearts and minds of the bourgeois
ladies, as well as of the advantages that
could be gained from working hand in
hand with the women’s rightists5: in
short, this reasoning lacked a correct
understanding of the significance of
class contradictions.
It also completely undermined
the impact of the speech by Mrs
Charlotte Despard,6 one of the most
passionate and energetic leaders of the
Suffragettes, in which she defended a
restricted franchise for women. To be
sure, all delegates were unanimous in
holding this distinguished old woman,
and the civic virtues she has practised,
in the highest esteem. However, the
overwhelming majority of them were
just as united in regretting that such
great, beautiful qualities were being
wasted on such a petty and unfortunate
matter as restricted female suffrage.
The delegates responded with a
virtually unanimous, unflinching ‘no’
to the proposal to advocate universal

suffrage without a corresponding
denunciation of restricted female
suffrage. The resolution was adopted
with 10 votes against, which were cast
by a section of the English delegation.
Led by comrade Montefiore,7 the
commendable champion of suffrage
for all adults, a minority of that
delegation sharply criticised the tactic
of compromise.
The debate that preceded the vote
was a vivid demonstration of how
fruitful the Stuttgart conference8
had been, and how much clarity
and consolidation the international
socialist women’s movement owes to
its work. It was a pleasure to listen to
the speeches by comrades Twining9
and May Wood-Simons10 from the
United States, comrades Dahlström
and Gustafson from Sweden, comrade
Gjöstein from Norway, comrade
Kollontai from Russia, comrades Zietz
and Popp from Germany and Austria
respectively, comrades Montefiore,
Grundy and Burrows from England. In
each speech there was the same basic
tone but no tiring repetition, because
in each address the clear grasp of
principles was supported by valuable
factual material that outlined the
character and the effects of restricted
female suffrage and the role of class
antagonisms in the world of women
[Frauenwelt].
The statements made by our
American comrades deserve special
mention in this context. They outlined
a splendid refutation of the fondly
told fairy tale of the sisterhood of
the female sex; the fairy tale of the
bourgeois
women’s
movement
showing sympathy for proletarian
interests, wherever that movement is in
bloom and its political demands have
been fulfilled.
It should be noted that the German
comrades’ resolution on the question
of women’s suffrage was improved
by two amendments from the
Austrian comrades. They prevent
any misunderstanding of our demand
by expressly calling for women’s
suffrage in the individual federal states
or crown lands, and call for the right
of women to stand for all legislative
and administrative bodies. The
proposals on how to develop the most
uniform, practical work possible for
the introduction of women’s suffrage
found unanimous approval. Now it
is up to the female comrades of all
countries to put the resolutions into
practice. This particularly applies to
the decision to deploy a new means
of agitation in the form of ‘Women’s
Day’: we use this new means without
any illusions. We know that it does not
mean the world for the conquest of
political rights for women, but we also
have a firm will to give it the practical
scope that a well-prepared Women’s
Day can have and must eventually
gain.
The Women’s Conference was not
spared the loss of concentration and
freshness, which, as experience shows,
tends to follow major debates of
matters of principle at all conferences.
We regret that the treatment of the
questions of social childcare and
schools suffered as a result. The
discussion of these issues also suffered
from other factors, such as the lack of
time and the discussion of a matter
that had not been foreseen, namely the
prohibition of nightwork for women.
As a result, maternity and childcare
could not be dealt with in the breadth or
depth that the range of the conditions
and demands for reform deserved.
Comrade Duncker,11 who spoke to
the resolution of the German women
comrades, gave a concise, but incisive,
presentation on this subject, which,
together with the speech of comrades
Nielsen12 (Denmark) and Pärsinnei
(Finland), highlighted just how many
factual insights we would have gained
from further discussion.
The debate concluded with the
adoption of a resolution from the
German comrades and a motion from

England, which outlined the general
principle that society is obliged to care
for mother and child. In our opinion,
this does not settle this important
question once and for all for the female
comrades from the various countries.
Some of its aspects will need to be
dealt with on another occasion: we are
thinking in particular of the important
social measures to benefit school-age
children that are not being provided
for. The conference also referred to
the next conference two motions from
our Finnish comrades on the position
of mothers who have given birth out
of wedlock and on the punishment for
infanticide.

Contentious

The fact that a socialist women’s
conference could be called upon
to oppose a ban on nightwork for
women was a painful surprise to
some comrades. This demand was
passionately supported by the large
majority of Danish and Swedish
delegates, and is characteristic of
the fact that the movement in these
countries has not shed either the
influence of feminist views nor the
narrow ties of an egotistical guildprofessional evaluation of things.
It was the feminist platitude of the
‘woman’s right to work’, of the
mechanical ‘equality of the sexes’, it
was considerations that only took into
account the circumstances of the small
group of women typesetters that led to
the demand: “No ban on night work
for women.”
Unfortunately,
the
majority
of Swedish female comrades has
already made it difficult for the Social
Democratic Party there to advocate this
urgently needed reform by organising
a protest action. In Denmark, the
Social Democratic Party is similarly
in the embarrassing position that
a considerable number of women
comrades are still fighting against the
ban on female nightwork.
In light of this situation, a
confrontation on this contentious
question - which is no longer an issue
at all for the women comrades in any
other country - became inevitable. At
the eleventh hour, female comrades
from Denmark put forward a motion
opposing the ban on nightwork for
women, which, according to the
conference decision, had to be dealt
with together with social welfare
for mother and child. The protest
against the ban came in particular
from the Danish comrade Frone, a
Social Democratic city councillor in
Copenhagen, who spoke emphatically
and spiritedly and had the strong
support of the great majority of Danish
and Swedish delegates.
Comrade Vang (Copenhagen)
responded to this protest with
a declaration in which she, as a
member of the Social Democratic
Party’s executive committee, briefly
explained the opposite point of view
held by the Danish Social Democrats
and the minority of Danish delegates
to the Women’s Conference. Comrade
Hanna,13 the representative of the
Women Workers’ Commission of
the German trade unions, spoke
convincingly against the motion. In
the vote, all the nations represented
came out against the motion, with the
exception of the Danish and Swedish
delegations, in which, however, there
was also a minority against it. We
hope that these discussions will help
to support the educational work being
conducted by this minority and lead
the entirety of the Danish and Swedish
women comrades to demand a ban on
nightwork for women.
The Danish comrades had tabled a
second motion to summon the social
democratic parties of all countries to
support vigorously the legal prohibition
of the domestic handicraft industry.14
However, they withdrew it after the
German delegation had responded
with a counter-motion, calling for its
legal regulation and restructuring.

Two proposals from the League
for the Interests of Working Women
in England were approved in principle
by the conference. One spoke in
favour of state insurance for widows;
the other in favour of measures to
benefit unemployed women. The
very different degrees of internal and
external development of the women’s
movement in the individual countries
was expressed through numerous
motions that demanded what has long
existed, and has become a matter of
course, wherever female comrades are
well organised with a clear awareness
of their aims in their ranks.
In order to promote the movement’s
progress in those countries where this
is not yet the case, the conference
approved several such proposals in
principle. They relate to agitation
among the female proletariat,
the training of female comrades,
affiliations to the party and the trade
unions, moral and material support
for social democratic women’s
publications, and so on. Of greater
importance was a resolution from the
female comrades in Austria - moved
effectively by comrade Freundlich15 which sought to make the artificial
rise in the proletarian cost of living
the point of departure for systematic
agitation that can enlighten women
about the essence of the capitalist
social order and lead them to join
the political organisations, the trade
unions and the consumer associations
in which the spirit of the modern
workers’ movement is vibrant.
Two other conference decisions
deserve special mention. Before
starting its business, the conference
agreed by acclamation a resolution
tabled and moved by comrade Zetkin,
which denounced Russian tsarism’s
attack on Finland’s political freedom
and expressed the deepest sympathy
for the struggle of the Finnish
people for their rights. Likewise by
acclamation, the conference agreed
the resolution from the German and
Austrian delegations and the Socialist
Women’s Bureau in England, which
reminded the socialist women of all
countries of their special task in the
struggle against militarism and war: to
educate the youth in socialist ideas and,
through incessant agitation amongst
the female proletariat, to strengthen the
awareness of the power that women
enjoy due their role in economic
life that they can - and must - assert.
With this resolution, the conference
dealt with motions from Sweden and
England that were in line with comrade
Ihrer’s16 splendid remarks on the need
to place the maintenance of peace on
the conference agenda.

Stimulating

In conclusion, it should be noted that
the conference was delighted to receive
a letter from August Bebel. The stormy
applause with which the delegates met
the letter and the proposal to send him
the conference’s best of thanks and
warmest wishes, was testament to
the deep admiration that the female
comrades of all countries have for this
great champion of the rights of the
female sex and of the liberation of the
working class.
The
International
Women’s
Secretariat will continue to exist in
its current form. Comrade Zetkin
was unanimously re-elected as its
international secretary. The Third
International Women’s Conference will
take place after the next International
Socialist Congress, which will take
place in 1913 in Vienna.17 In future, a
working committee of comrades from
different countries will participate in
the preparation and organisation of
the conferences, so that a preliminary
meeting can be held in good time to
make the arrangements for fruitful
discussions.
This decision, which the experience
of the first two conferences has shown
to be a practical necessity, is very
much to be welcomed. Implementing

it means avoiding the disturbances
and grievances that made themselves
uncomfortably felt at the second
international conference. It will also
relieve the secretary of additional
organisational work, which is
absolutely necessary. It would be easy
to say a great deal about this deficiency,
with which the conference was
confronted and that all international
meetings are likely to face and which,
on top of everything else, occurs during
the particularly difficult conditions of
organising the women’s conference.
But it strikes us as more important
to demonstrate the valuable work
that has been done in Copenhagen. It
will stimulate the further work of the
female comrades in all countries, make
it more uniform, clearer, and make it
an increasingly valuable part of the
proletarian struggle for emancipation.
Our deepest thanks must go to the
Danish comrades, as well as the
political and trade union organisations
behind them, who made the conference
in Copenhagen both possible and
successful, and who ensured that the
hours of effort and work were enriched
by infinitely amiable and warm
hospitality.
The socialist women’s young
international has but one slogan:
‘Forward!’ l

Notes
1. That is, the Romance languages in Europe that

are Latin in origin: Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and
Romanian.
2. Angelica Balabanoff (1878-1965) was a Russian
Italian-Jewish communist who became the leader
of the Italian Socialist Party and later served as
secretary of the Third International.
3. Luise Zietz (1865-1922) was a member of
the SPD leadership from 1908 and secretary of
the USPD from 1917. She opposed the USPD’s
affiliation to Comintern in 1920.
4. Marion Phillips (1881-1932) was a Fabian who
became the Labour MP for Sunderland between
1929 and 1931.
5. Frauenrechtlerei: a pejorative expression that
literally means ‘women’s rightism’ and could, in its
historical context, be translated as ‘feminism’. The
German term, Feminismus, is almost completely
absent from political discourse at this time. As
becomes clear from the article, the official women’s
rights movement of the time was bourgeois in social
composition and political outlook.
6. Charlotte Despard (1844-1939) was a republican
and women’s activist involved in campaigns into
her 90s. In 1930 she became a fan of Stalin’s Soviet
Union and joined the CPGB.
7. Dora Montefiore (1851-1933) was a women’s
activist and socialist who was critical of the
leadership of the Women’s Social and Political
Union led by Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst.
In 1920 she became a founding member of the
CPGB.
8. The first Congress of International Socialist
Women, Stuttgart, August 1907, held just before the
Second International’s 7th Conference.
9. Luella Twining (1871-1939) was a significant
figure in the American labour movement and
known, alongside Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, as ‘The
Joan of Arc of the working class’.
10. May Wood Simons (1876-1948) was an
American writer, teacher and socialist. Simons was
the translator of several books by German-speaking
Marxists, including Karl Kautsky’s The labour
revolution (1922).
11. Käte Duncker (1871-1953) was a German
political activist who was active in the SPD and
played a role in cohering the anti-war opposition
around the Spartacus League that would eventually
form the German Communist Party.
12. Marie-Sophie Nielsen (1875-1951) was a
founding member of the Danish Socialist Workers
Party and the Communist Party of Denmark.
13. Gertrud Hanna (1876-1944) was a German trade
unionist and SPD politician.
14. This domestic labour was a common feature
of the time. Women took up the jobs in order to be
able to earn some money, while looking after their
children and the household. The wages were low
and the working hours were exhaustingly long.
15. Emma Freundlich (1878-1948) was an Austrian
writer and activist. In 1919 she was one of eight
women elected to the Constituent Assembly,
becoming one of the country’s first eight female
parliamentarians. She remained in parliament
until 1934, when she was arrested and imprisoned
following the clashes between socialist and fascist
forces.
16. Emma Ihrer (1857-1911) was the editor of the
predecessor to Die Gleichheit, which was entitled
Die Arbeiterin (The Female Worker). She later
fell out with Zetkin over the approach that social
democracy should take towards the bourgeois
women’s movement.
17. The planned Vienna International Socialist
Congress never took place. An ‘Extraordinary
Congress’ took place in Basel in 1912 against the
backdrop of the growing threat of war, but this was
to be the last such congress before World War I, as
the Vienna Congress - rearranged for 1914 - was
cancelled. Unlike the Socialist International as a
whole, the Women’s International continued to meet
throughout the war, with meetings in Berne (1915)
and Stockholm (1917).
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RIGHTS

Be afraid, be very afraid
Gaby Rubin looks at the implications of the decision to deny Shamima Begum her British citizenship

A

ny person who thinks they are
British and can therefore sleep
safely, knowing they cannot
be deported - think again. If you
are the child of someone not born in
Britain, even if you have your own
British passport, your situation has
become less secure, following the
supreme court decision of February
26.
For the last four years, we in Britain
have been watching and decrying
Donald Trump’s ‘Ice’ - the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement. Ice deports
people willy-nilly, but first separates
children from parents, with no records
kept of what happens to either parents
or children, so that the family can
be reunited. And, once someone is
deported, even if illegally, they are
held in Mexico and refused permission
to come back to the US to appeal, even
just to talk to their lawyers.
There has been a saying around
for many years to the effect that,
when the US sneezes, the UK gets
pneumonia, and Ice obviously helps in
this process (pun intended). And here
we are, following in its footsteps with
the imprimatur of the British supreme
court.
If one reads the court’s decision
(which is complex), various issues
stand out. One in particular reads:
On February 19 2019 the home
secretary was invited by his
officials to deprive Ms Begum of
her British citizenship on the basis
that it would be conducive to the
public good, due to the threat that
she was assessed to pose to national
security.
And goes on to say:
The security service considered
that any individual assessed to
have travelled to Syria and to have
aligned with Isil posed a threat to
national security. It was noted that
individuals, such as Ms Begum,
who were radicalised as minors,
might be considered victims. That
did not, however, change the threat
which the security service assessed
Ms Begum as posing to the United
Kingdom. It did not justify putting
the United Kingdom’s national
security at risk by not depriving her
of her citizenship (my emphasis –
GR).1

What is the point of refusing her
admission? She has never actually
participated in any acts of violence.
Can she really be that big a threat?
Or is this, as it certainly appears to
the Bangladeshi community, a “shot
across the bow” to any Muslim
who has opinions not liked by the
British state? Can there be any better
showcase for the lack of humanity of
that state?
So what is her story? A little more
than six years ago, following the
rebellious tendencies of teenagers
the world over, three Muslim female
15-year-olds left Britain for territory
ruled by Islamic State. They were all
three quickly married to IS fighters.
During the ensuing battles, two of
these three young women were killed.
The third, Shamima Begum, had three
children when she was between 16
and 19, all of whom died in infancy.
She is now alone in a camp in Syria,
surrounded by armed guards.
Shamima Begum, like the other
two women who left, was born and
brought up in Britain. She was born
on August 25 1999 - an important
date for the Bangladeshi government
(see below). She had never visited
her parents’ homeland of Bangladesh.

She had one citizenship and one only
- British.
Shamima’s case is bound up with
several issues, her rights as a British
citizen being one. Why would an
impressionable young woman want
to live in a country she had never been
to before? How did she get out of
Britain and into Syria? What was the
role played by women in IS territory?
What kind or how much discussion
did she go through during her time
with IS? What, if any, ‘debriefing’ or
‘re-education’ is in place in Britain for
those returning from Syria? I do not
intend to deal with all of these here.
However, the question of citizenship is
important not only for this individual
but for anyone born here whose
parents are from abroad, and for those
who are dual nationals.

Right to nationality

Statelessness is defined by three
United Nations conventions (1951,
1954 and 1961). Britain is a signatory
to all three, with some caveats.
The 1951 convention lays down
that a stateless person is someone
who is “not recognised as a national
by any state under the operation of its
law”.2 Broadly, the 1954 convention
establishes the rights of stateless
persons, and the 1961 document
puts forward a policy for reducing
statelessness.
The minimum standards of
treatment for stateless people
established in 1954 include - but are
not limited to - the right to education,
employment and housing. Importantly,
it also guarantees stateless people a
right to identity, travel documents
and administrative assistance. (Many
South Africans exiled during the
apartheid era - including Terry Bell,
who has spoken at a CPGB London
Communist Forum - entered Britain
with UN papers back in the 1960s.
The 1961 convention aimed to
prevent statelessness and to reduce
it over time - originally 10 years, but
we can see how well that worked. The
relevant parts do the following: they
establish the right of every person to
a nationality; all states which sign the
conventions must have nationality
laws that prevent statelessness
from birth and later in life; states
which sign agree that any child
born in their country acquire that

Left stateless by
a Tory government
determined to
terrorise. She
should have her
day in court

citizenship if they do not acquire any
other (my emphasis – GR). Lastly,
the very limited situation in which
a state can deprive someone of their
nationality, even if this would leave
them stateless, was set out in 1961.3
Although the UK is a signatory
to all of these, its practice has been
mixed. Its definition of statelessness
goes beyond the 1954 convention.
For cases such as Shamima Begum,
Britain’s nationality law supposedly
“prevents statelessness in the case of
most children born in the UK or to
British nationals abroad”.4
However, as always, it is not as
simple as one would think. In 2018,
the Special Immigration Appeals
Commission (SIAC) ruled that two
Bangladeshi men should have their
British citizenship restored. The
government had wrongly decided to
deny them British citizenship because
they were of Bangladeshi descent
and could therefore be Bangladeshi
nationals. Is there now, according to
the supreme court, one law for women
and another for men?
Bangladesh’s nationality laws say
that any individual who has parents
with Bangladeshi citizenship is
automatically entitled to citizenship,
but they must claim it before they are
21. Shamima Begum is over 21 and
has never applied for Bangladeshi
citizenship.
Sajid Javid, the home secretary
in 2019, removed Begum’s British
citizenship after she was found by
a reporter in a camp for IS captives.
Her last baby, who was ill, was with
her, and she originally wanted the
baby to go to her parents in Britain for
treatment. This was refused by the UK
government and shortly thereafter the
baby died. This raises other questions
about the ‘caring’ role of the British
government towards their citizens
abroad. But to carry on ...
The SIAC, to whom Begum’s
lawyers
appealed
against Javid’s
decision,
ruled

that the decision did not make her
stateless, as she had the right to claim
Bangladeshi citizenship, being at that
point still under 21. Confusingly,
the SIAC also ruled that her lawyers
were correct to say that she could not
have an effective appeal under the
circumstances, but ruled in favour of
Javid anyway.
However, even at that point the
Bangladeshi government stated that
Shamima Begum was not a citizen
and under no circumstances would
she be allowed into the country. What
is more, the Bangladeshi foreign
minister stated that if, by some chance,
she entered Bangladesh, because of
her time with IS she could be tried as
a terrorist and, if found guilty, would
be hanged. So the British government
wanted her to apply for citizenship to
a country she had never even visited
and that might hang her. This is what
passes for humane caring for young
people in Britain.
Begum’s lawyers had been arguing
that she should have her citizenship
restored so that she could return to
Britain to launch an appeal. From
the camp, she cannot speak to her
lawyers or help in the defence of her
citizenship, but the supreme court’s
decision seems to have ruled out any
possibility of a real appeal.

Where next?

So where does that leave us? I am not
a lawyer, but it appears to me that,
according to the supreme court, the
home secretary can decide who poses
a ‘national security threat’ without
giving reasons. So far, the only reason
I have seen is that, because Begum
‘chose’ not to leave Syria when she
was 18, she must therefore be a
security threat.
This brings back eerie memories
of another time and another place remember Rochdale, where police
decided that girls as young as 13 had
made a “lifestyle choice” by being
groomed and becoming
prostitutes? Not that they
needed care and attention
from the state, of course.
Let us leave aside the
fact that, for a young
woman who has got
married and is living
in the middle of a
war zone, getting out

would have been very difficult indeed.
Let us leave aside the fact that she bore
three children and watched all of them
die of illnesses. How long does it take
someone who has lost a loved one to
grieve?
One statement Begum made was
splattered all over the British press.
When asked how she felt about the
beheading of captives, her reply
apparently was that she thought it was
okay, because it was done for religious
reasons. Now, I wonder where that
came from. And I wonder how a
sympathetic therapist (or even imam)
could have helped her if she was in
Britain and back with her family.
What now happens to British
citizens and their children stranded
in Syria? (Pause for thought for any
home secretary or editor of a major
newspaper). A lecturer in Islamic
Studies at Birmingham University
looked at the different possibilities,
and concluded the following. The
option of allowing those 800 or so
Britons who fought with IS, or who
were women and children staying with
IS, to return home
addresses all three components
of radicalisation: extreme belief,
extreme belonging and extreme
behaviour. We cannot eliminate
the risk of terrorist behaviour
entirely. Yet by bringing home
and observing the rule of law for
those who travelled to Daesh, we
can reduce that risk and do more.
It also challenges the extremist
belief that the west does not care
about Muslim citizens or that
our support of human rights is
window-dressing rather than
conviction. It also minimises the
risk of radical belief and belonging
transferring to the next generation
through reintegration. It has been
demonstrated … that upholding
human rights and rule of law [does]
not hamper our ability to act, but
enhances it, and are essential to
long-term success. It shows a
positive engagement of belonging,
rather than a politics of fear; a
willingness to defend what we live
for, not just that we live.5

None of this addresses two central
points, of course. Why do people
like Shamima Begum become
alienated and feel the need to
adhere to an ideology different
from officially sponsored British
nationalism? Why do they turn to a
dead end like Islamism and not even
consider a genuinely emancipatory
alternative?
That is the subject of another
discussion. However, in the meantime,
anyone who is a dual national, or
whose parents are from another
country, better take care. You have
only the ‘good will’ of the home
secretary to turn to if you are misled
into supporting an ‘anti-British’,
‘terroristic’ ideology.
Perhaps in the future such
judgements will be made against
those who uphold working class
internationalism. So, just to be on the
safe side, don’t get caught writing for
a communist paper if your parents
came from overseas - you too might
be considered a ‘security threat’ l

Notes
1. supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2020-0156judgment.pdf (my emphasis).
2. unhcr.org/en-ie/5756ed787.pdf.
3. Ibid.
4. index.statelessness.eu.
5. K Brown. ‘Returning foreign fighters - what
are the ethical and practical responsibilities?’
(birmingham.ac.uk/research/perspective/
returning-foreign-fighters.aspx).
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Expensive, dangerous, unnecessary

The solution to global warming does not rely on going over to nuclear power and a thousand Sizewell Cs an accelerationist delusion, argues Eddie Ford

M

y recent article on nuclear
power may or may not
have been poorly presented
(‘Swords
into
ploughshares’,
February 18), but comrade Emil
Jacobs’ reply did not sufficiently
engage with the real issues at stake
(‘Luddite delusions’, February 25).
Firstly, it has to be quickly said
that my original article was not born
of any desire to critique the views
of Novara Media on this matter which I stumbled across by mere
chance, thanks to the vagaries of
Google. Rather, it was prompted by
the latest earthquake off the coast
of Japan and the possibility of a
new leak at the wrecked Fukushima
nuclear power plant. Having said
that, it is worth mentioning Aaron
Bastani in this context - the cofounder and guru of NM. He is
also the author of the altogether
silly book, Fully automated luxury
communism (2019), which tells us
that machinery and technology is
“the path to a world of liberty, luxury
and happiness”, where the value of
commodities will be reduced towards
zero. Asteroids will be mined, genetic
editing will prolong life, disease will
be virtually eliminated, wonderful
sex with cyborgs - meaning humans
will “transcend the limits of biology”
at last and “build meaningful
freedom for all”.
Bastani’s book lies fully within the
tradition of Peter Struve (1870-1944).
Beginning as one of the founders

of the RSDLP, his commitment to
capitalist progress saw him evolve
first into a liberal, then into a white
counterrevolutionary. Bastani is part
of a modernday school of Struvites
who sometimes call themselves
accelerationists - the idea is to
encourage the speeding up of
technological development, because
that brings us nearer to socialism and
communism, without the need for
the messy business of class struggle,
mass communist parties, proletarian
revolution and state power. Dead
labour becomes the liberator, not
living labour - the working class is
written out of the equation. Others
associated with this school of
thought include Paul Mason. Hence
in Postcapitalism: a guide to our
future (2015), Mason declared that,
just as with the end of feudalism,
“capitalism’s replacement by postcapitalism will be accelerated by
external shocks and shaped by the
emergence of a new kind of human
being” - Homo Technologus.
The inexorable rise of advanced
machinery
and
“collaborative
production” will eventually help
capitalism to kill itself. Like Bastani,
he dismisses the idea that class
struggle is the central driver of
history. What class struggle does do,
Mason argues, is force the capitalists
to introduce shiny new technology
- something we want to encourage,
as that will emancipate humanity. In
2016, telling you a lot, Paul Mason

We should not commit to
nuclear power. Instead
our movement should
commit to solar, wind
and other renewables.
A Desertec 4.0 could supply
the world with cheap,
clean energy through a
grid of high-voltage power
lines. Workers’ power plus
solar power equals global
sustainability

released a video putting forward the
“leftwing case” for Britain retaining
nuclear weapons.1
Anyhow, moving on to the
substance of the argument, the case
against actually existing nuclear
power seems to me more or less
unanswerable. We will not go here
into the whole question of nuclear
fusion - something that has been
experimented with for a long time
now (the new technological dawn
is always just over the horizon).
Yes, true, it seems scientists fairly
recently have finally managed for the
first time to conduct an experiment
where they produce more energy
than they put in - just about.
However, putting it very simply,
to properly replicate the process
going on inside the sun requires an
absolutely colossal amount of power.
Stating the obvious, to make fusion
a viable energy source we need the
exact opposite - getting far more out
than you put in - otherwise it defeats
the whole purpose of the exercise.
Whether this can actually be done
in the real world, rather than a
hermetically sealed lab, is an entirely
open question. Fusion promises
boundless energy with none of the
well-known negative side effects you
get with fission, such as a Chernobyltype meltdown or radioactive waste
with a half-life of tens of thousands
of years. But the problems of getting
fusion up and running before the
planet is toasted by runaway global

warming are formidable. The cavalry
could come too late.

Costs

Clearly the first line of argument
concerns what is cheap and what is
expensive. The answer is obvious if
you look at the most recent statistics,
on a globalised average, for the cost
of various power sources per unit.2
First in terms of cheapness is landbased wind power ($46/MWh) and
next is solar ($51). Of course, these
sources of power are great if it is
windy or sunny, which is not always
the case in Britain. But that does not
detract from the fact that wind and
solar are highly cost-effective and
inexhaustible.
Next on the list we have natural
gas ($59), followed by geothermal
energy ($77) - basically digging deep
into the ground, where it is warm,
because of the Earth’s molten core.
Then we have offshore wind power.
At the moment this is $100 - almost
twice as much as its land-based
counterpart, but not an eyesore, as
some would see it. Then we find coal
at $112, but way out in front - quite
predictably - is nuclear is on $164 more than three times as expensive as
the cheapest source of energy. Looks
like a no-brainer so far. (We must not
forget other renewables either, such
as wave power, hydroelectricity,
radiant energy, biomass3, etc, etc.)
But then we have to take into
account peak demand, like when
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people get home from work and
start switching on the kettle and TV,
cooking dinner, and so on. In Britain
about 6pm is when the natural gas
stations kick in to cover this quick
surge in demand, peaking at $175.
Now, I am not entirely sure if the
nuclear power statistic includes the
cost of cleaning up after disasters.
There have been two big ones so far
- in Chernobyl and Fukushima - plus
others not so well known (eg, Mayak
in 1957). The estimated clean-up cost
of Fukushima, which is still going
on, is between $460 and $660 billion.
In 2016, Peter Wynn Kirby, an
Oxford University researcher in
this area, reported little progress on
the handling of the more intense
radiation waste of the wrecked plant
site itself; or on dealing with the
larger issue of the national nuclear
programme’s wastage - particularly
given the earthquake-risk in Japan
relative to secure, long-term storage.
Turning to Britain, we have the
ongoing building of a number of
new nuclear power stations. The
government originally planned
six, but this is now down to three,
because contractors pulled out,
citing expense. Despite a generous,
twice above wind power, guaranteed
price from the government, three
consortiums still decided to leg it,
since the cost of building a station
was prohibitively expensive compared with any expected returns.
Then there are ever mounting costs:
Sizewell C was initially going to
cost £20 billion, but that has since
morphed to £25 billion and counting.
Sizewell C is also at least 10 years
behind schedule: it was meant to
come into operation in 2017, now
the official completion date is 2027.
There is another very important
fact to consider: the increase in the
contribution from wind power to the
overall UK electricity supply. Ten
years ago it counted for only 3%,
but now it is 25% - a massive rise

in the cheapest source of electricity
generation. Indeed, when it has been
exceptionally blowy, we have even
had a situation where wind power
accounted for 59.9% of electricity
generated in Britain - something that
should be a great cause for optimism,
rather than dreaming about the
dubious wonders of nuclear power.
But back to price. Communists,
of course, have our own way of
approaching things - planning and
calculating labour hours. But we
are highlighting price because this
is how capitalism establishes its
rationality - through the law of
value. An indirect way of working
things out, yes, but nonetheless it
is the best way capitalism has to
tell what is efficient and what is
inefficient. Anyhow, between 2009
and 2019, what happened to the
price of various power sources?
Gas went down 37% and oil 2%,
showing that those who think that
gas and oil production have peaked
are talking complete nonsense. There
is plenty of gas and oil out there - and
it will last a long time. The price has
fallen mainly because there are new
techniques to extract the stuff, such
as fracking (whether it is safe or
wise environmentally is a different
question). Similarly the cost of
extracting a ton of coal on a global
level has gone down by 2%. But the
cost of nuclear power has actually
gone up 26% in the same period.
We could go into the exact whys
and wherefores of it all, but this
puts a big dent in the naive idea
that nuclear technology has been
mastered and now all we need to
do is churn out the stations to put
ourselves in clover. Planet saved.
Even the fact that it takes such a long
time to build a power station and
put it into full operation should be
enough to tell you something about
the immense difficulties posed by
nuclear power.
Then we have the equally
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important, much harder to calculate,
question concerning the indirect
costs and dangers of the source of
your energy supply. As comrade
Jacobs said in his article, nuclear
power is extremely safe, relative to
other technologies, when it comes to
deaths. True. It is coal that is the big
killer … and not only from mining
accidents, but air and others forms
of pollution. The Great Smog of
1952 in London was responsible for
12,000 deaths - and now we have a
similar phenomenon in Beijing and
other big cities. Anyway, here are the
mortality figures, per terrawatt-hour
produced, in descending order: coal,
24.6; oil, 18.4; bio, 4.6; natural gas,
2.8; nuclear, 0.07; wind, 0.04; hydro,
0.02; solar 0.02.4

Safe

So relatively speaking, certainly
compared to coal and oil, nuclear
power is safe. At Chernobyl, for
instance, just 30 were directly killed.
But to this has to be added the
appalling impact it had on the whole
territory and wider environment
- with radiation killing often very
slowly, including the unborn, and so
on.
As briefly mentioned, you have
the hideously difficult question of
how to dispose of radioactive waste,
which can hang around for many
thousands of years - something that
comrade Jacobs seemed rather blasé
about. You can keep it in all sorts
of different ways, but you have to
transport the dammed stuff to the
mountains, or landfill site - which
contains an inherent element of
danger. Meanwhile though, many
worry about a 9/11-type attack
aimed against a nuclear plant - not
something to be dismissed lightly.
No plant is invulnerable, even those
encased in thick concrete.
When it comes to CO2 emissions
per gigawatt-hour of electricity
produced, coal is once again the
unsurpassed leader at 820 tons,
while oil is on 720 tons, natural gas
490 tons, biofuels (depending on
what sort) between 78 and 230 tons,
hydro and nuclear just three tons which includes building the plants and solar and wind around about the
same.5 Which is precisely why it can
be sold to governments in terms of
global warming.
The Boris Johnson administration
is keen to show that targets for
reducing the UK’s net emissions of
greenhouse gases by 100% relative
to 1990 levels can be met by 2050
- which would make the UK a ‘net
zero’ emitter. Now in terms of new
technology we have reactors where
nuclear fuel comes in the form of
ceramic pebbles.6 This supposedly
produces no extra radiation, but
requires much greater storage
capacity, amongst other things. But
the builders of this new technology
are selling it on the basis that you
would never have a Fukushima or
Chernobyl - no nuclear meltdown.
This illustrates the central
problem, or paradox, of nuclear
power. In terms of CO2 emissions the
greatest culprit is coal, not nuclear nobody would dispute that. But that
only makes it even more vital that
with nuclear we question what we
are being sold, why and by whom.
We need as an absolute imperative
to transition away from coal and oil
- which actually can be done very
quickly using existing technologies,
especially renewables. Solar and
wind are becoming dramatically
cheaper, making them perfectly
realistic options. But, like fusion, the
new and better fission technology
being developed right now - even if
it works brilliantly - might arrive too
late to save the day. Time is running
out, as the planet is getting warmer
and warmer by the year.
Therefore I was surprised by the
way comrade Jacobs appeared to

mock solar power. Look at a global
map of sunshine. The highest levels
occur slap in the middle of the
Sahara, with 80%-90% of the days
of the year being hot and sunny. My
idea of solar farms in the Sahara
running power to Europe was not
plucked out of thin air - it is already a
reality. There are solar power plants
in north Africa that feed into molten
salt towers and from there run cables
that eventually go undersea to Malta
- which is hooked in to high-voltage,
direct current transmission lines to
Italy and further into Europe.
There are plenty of such highvoltage lines joining various
European countries over land and
under the sea … and to a very
reassuring level of efficiency. The
UK gets electricity from France’s
excess nuclear capacity via high
voltage lines under the English
Channel. Similar lines join Britain
to Ireland, Finland to Sweden, Italy
to Greece, Norway to Germany and
France to Spain.
Showing what is possible,
even under capitalism, in 2009
there was an ambitious proposal
called Desertec, aimed at setting
up giant solar farms in the Sahara
and powering Europe. Desertec 1.0
stalled, not least because of political
instability. But Desertec 3.0 has now
been set up, with a view to linking
the Middle East, North Africa and
Europe into a single power grid and
meeting 90% of energy demand
through renewables.
If capitalism cannot do that
because of national divisions, state
breakdown, profit maximisation,
the narrow self-interests of the oil
majors, etc, then socialism would
have every interest in taking up
such a project on a global scale.
Vladimir Lenin and the Bolsheviks
presided over the highly successful
Goelro plan.7 We in our turn shall
preside over Desertec 4.0. Workers’
power plus solar power equals global
sustainability.
The crucial thing to understand is

that the technology is there - this is
not a quixotic pipedream, let alone
a “Luddite delusion”. As for what
to do when it is not sunny or windy,
great strides are being made in
battery and other storage technology.
For example, when it comes to wind
power, plants are being designed that
store cheap ‘off-peak’ electricity in
flywheels that turn faster than the
speed of sound.8
Lastly, I completely reject comrade
Jacobs’s absurd dichotomous choice
between climate warming or nuclear
power, runaway climate change or a
thousand Sizewell C’s. The fact of
the matter is that if you thought there
was just about to be a qualitative tilt
in the climate pattern which would
fry the planet, the last thing you
would rationally do is choose the
nuclear option - given its dangers,
cost and how long it takes to put it
into operation.
Fortunately, it is not a choice of
nuclear power or runaway global
warming. There are other, far better,
solutions. Not only replacing coal
and oil with wind and solar power,
but reducing demand through little
measures such as home working,
radically reducing the consumption
of meat and dairy products, limiting
air travel, introducing thermal
insulation and proper building
standards, discouraging car use and
encouraging walking, cycling and
public transport.
That is what constitutes the
communist programme on this
question l

Notes
1. youtube.com/watch?v=9uPAS2b92kg.

2. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_of_electricity_by_
source.
3. ovoenergy.com/guides/energy-sources/bio-fuels.
html.
4. ourworldindata.org/safest-sources-of-energy.
5. Ibid.
6. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pebble-bed_reactor.
7. Goelro - State Commission for the
Electrification of Russia.
8. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flywheel_energy_
storage.
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Not a moment
too soon

nfortunately we didn’t quite
manage to make that extra
£307 in the last four days of
February. In fact we only got
just over half of what we needed
to make our £2,000 monthly
target, meaning that we ended
up with £1,853.
That was despite the efforts
of some keen supporters of
the Weekly Worker - notably
comrade BK, who made a
last-minute bank transfer of
£50. There were also monthly
standing orders from DG and
MM (£20 each) and GT (£15),
while comrades DB (£50)
and AR (£5) made their usual
donations via PayPal. But all
that only came to £160, leaving
us with a deficit of £147.
The consolation is, of course,
that February is the shortest
month of the year, so logically
we might expect to receive
a slightly smaller number of
donations. Also, recently we
have been reaching that £2,000
more comfortably than in the
past, so what’s one month
between friends?
Well, let’s see how we get
on in March. So far it’s OK,
but not much better - after the
first three days of the month
all we have are those regular
standing orders (plus one PayPal

contribution). Mind you, the 15
SOs we got are obviously very
much appreciated - thank you,
comrades JT and AC (£50), EW
(£40), ST (£30), MS (£20), MT
(£15), TM (£12), MM (£11), VP,
AN, RL, YM and DI (£10 each),
BG (£7) and PBS (£5). And that
PayPal donation was a one-off
from comrade NJ for £15.
All that came to £305 - not
bad. But, of course, the start of
the month is the time when we get
most standing orders (although
some later in the month are for
very substantial amounts).
But let me end with the
message that accompanied NJ’s
£15 PayPal gift. He wrote: “In
anticipation of the return of a
print edition of WW, sending
small amount to support the
paper.” I think you’re right
to ‘anticipate’ that, comrade,
although it’s likely to be just
another couple of months
yet. But, seeing as we’re now
approaching a full year since we
last printed the paper, it can’t
come a moment too soon! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker
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A central driver

The unchanging constitution no longer ensures stability: quite the reverse. As shown by the January 6
attempted coup, it brings instability. Daniel Lazare defends his long held position

J

ames Creegan criticises me on
multiple counts in his recent
article dealing with the January 6
attack on the US Capitol (‘Drivers
that led to January 6’ Weekly Worker
February 18).
He says I exaggerate in describing
the uprising as an “attempted
coup [that] was all too real” and
which had “a significant chance”
of plunging the country into “the
depths of authoritarianism”. He
says I underestimate “the legitimacy
elections confer upon capitalist
rule” and hence the ruling class’s
attachment to the constitutional
status quo. He takes issue with my
description of the two bourgeois
parties as equally mendacious and
argues that Donald Trump’s lies were
in fact “more numerous and blatant”.
He says I do not appreciate the role
that the loss of “white status” played
in fuelling the January 6 insurrection
and in particular the tendency of
white-male rioters to view guns as
“an emblem of masculinity, and
gun control [as] an act of legal
castration”.
More fundamentally, he says
I exaggerate the role of the US
constitution in general. Creegan
agrees that institutions like the Senate
and Electoral College are racist and
undemocratic. (What Marxist would
say otherwise?) But, as for my
contention that the constitution is a
central driving force in the growing
American political crisis, he says my
arguments
… tend to lead the logical, not to
mention the Marxist, mind to a
series of overwhelming questions.
Has the constitution, being rigid
as it is, changed substantially
since Lazare wrote his book about
it, The frozen republic, nearly
a quarter century ago, when
the legal and social order was
presumably more stable and less
exhausted? If not, what has led
us from this condition of relative
stability to the near-terminal crisis
conditions Lazare claims are now
upon us? He surely would not
argue that this transformation has
come about as a result of tighter
ballot restrictions or increased
voter suppression. And why have
the Republicans morphed from
the middle-of-the-road party of
Dwight Eisenhower into the farright party of Donald Trump?
How
can
an
unchangeable
constitution, in other words, generate
such tumultuous political change?
Creegan goes on:
If Lazare wishes to argue that
social contradictions have lately
become too acute to be contained
within
the
constitutional
framework, the explanation must
lie in the contradictions, and not
the static framework.
Regardless of whether one
accepts Lazare’s assertions that
we are on the verge of total
meltdown, logic would seem
to suggest that we must look
to other variables as the locus
of explanation for a change as
dramatic as the one he claims
we have experienced in the last
several decades. This underscores
why Marxists are more inclined to
look to such things as economic
developments and the relation of

Full of checks and balances against democracy
class forces, rather than laws and
constitutions, when they seek to
account for major developments
in society.
This is not the first time Creegan
has made such an argument, by the
way. He said more or less the same
thing last March when he asserted
that the current structure is so stable
that is “highly unlikely in my view
that even newly arisen authoritarian
figures - Viktor Orbán, Andrzej
Duda, Trump - will conduct a frontal
assault on electoral democracy] …”
He added:
The age of bourgeois-democratic
revolution is long gone … a major
conflict involving legal-juridical
questions in and of themselves is
difficult to imagine in a country
with a developed economy and a
formally democratic constitution.1
None of which says much for
comrade Creegan’s powers of
prognostication, since January 6
represented nothing if not “a frontal
assault on electoral democracy” not to mention a major conflict over
legal-juridical questions that are
supposedly safely in the past.
Creegan’s strategy is clear. Since
he wishes to play down the question
of constitutional structure, he feels
he must denigrate the importance of
January 6. Since I described it a few
days after the event as “America’s
most serious constitutional breakdown
since the Civil War”,2 he must portray
it as less: ie, “something in between
a riot and a coup attempt”. Since the
constitution is secondary, other factors
must be primary - most notably race,
sex and Trump himself.

Constitution

All of which involve questions of vital
importance. So let us start with the
basics. The constitution was a 4,400word document – 27 amendments
have since expanded it to more than
7,000 - hammered out by a group
of 55 merchants, lawyers and slaveowners in Philadelphia over a fourmonth period in 1787.
Several things about it stand out.
One is its extraordinary age, dating
as it does from the age of Louis XVI,
Catherine the Great and Joseph II of
the Holy Roman Empire. Another
is its comprehensiveness: the fact
that it has defined the boundaries

of American law, politics and even
philosophy ever since. A third is the
obvious contradiction between the
preamble and the amending clause
set forth in article V. Where one says
that “we the people” can do anything
they want “in order to form a more
perfect union”, up to and including
tossing out old constitutions and
installing new ones in their place, the
second says the opposite: the same
people are maximally constrained,
when it comes to modifying a plan of
government devised in their name.
Indeed, considering that the
constitution is more than twice as
difficult to amend today as it was
in the 18th century, this means that
a supposedly all-powerful demos
is growing more powerless by the
year. A fourth thing that stands out,
meanwhile, is the text’s elasticity the fact that judges and politicians
have been able to shape and twist it
in countless different ways despite its
built-in aversion to change.
In terms of formal logic, the
results were a mess, which is why
the constitutional machinery would
collapse 74 years later over a slavery
question that it was unable to resolve.
But the document gained a new
lease of life thanks to the Civil War,
the expropriation of the southern
slaveholder class and the addition of
three amendments between 1865 and
1870 that strengthened government,
nationalised citizenship and installed
a free-labour system from coast to
coast. A vast industrial republic was
thus born in blood and iron, not unlike
Bismarck’s Germany. By 1900,
it would displace Britain in terms
of iron, steel and coal production
and would possess half the world’s
manufacturing capacity overall.
But the point is clear. However
much Creegan prefers to concentrate
on other factors, constitutional politics
were as central to the industrialisation
process as the Bessemer converter or
the standardisation of rail gauges. The
new order cleared away all enemies
of the new order, it was 100% procapitalist, and it commanded the
loyalty of virtually 100% of the
population to boot. It was ideal from
a bourgeois perspective and therefore
what enabled capitalist expansion to
take flight.
But another history lesson, if
I may. The constitution gained a
further lease of life during the great
depression. With Republican jurists

striking down one ‘new deal’ reform
after another, Roosevelt threatened
in 1937 to do to the Supreme Court
what Asquith had proposed to do to
the House of Lords in 1911: pack
it with pro-administration liberals.
If FDR’s court-packing scheme
failed, it was mainly due to the
court’s strategic reversal in a case
involving a minimum-wage law that
conservatives had long opposed. The
constitution remained unchanged.
But with a previously hidebound
Supreme Court suddenly emerging as
a force for political change, the results
were very different. The climax was
the epic Brown v Board of Education
desegregation ruling in 1954, which
amounted to nothing less than “the
ideological rebirth of America”,
according to one legal scholar.3 It
was proof - or so it was claimed - that
bourgeois democracy could tackle the
most fundamental political problems
via a highly conservative concept
known as the rule of law.
This, too, was central to an
industrialisation process that was
by now infinitely more extensive
and complex. It was also central to
“the volcanic eruption of American
imperialism” that Trotsky had noted
in 1940, since the effect was now
to provide America with a mission
civilisatrice, as it sought to impose
US-style rule of law on the world
at large. As Ran Hirschl of the
University of Toronto noted in 2004,
Around the globe, in more than
80 countries and in several
supranational entities, constitutional
reform has transferred an
unprecedented amount of power
from representative institutions
to judiciaries … An adversarial
American-style rights discourse has
become a dominant form of political
discourse in these countries. The
belief that judicially affirmed rights
are a force of social change removed
from the constraints of political
power has attained near-sacred
status in public discussion … To
paraphrase Alexis de Tocqueville’s
observation regarding the United
States, there is now hardly any
moral or political controversy in the
world of new constitutionalism that
does not sooner or later become a
judicial one.4
This turn to “juristocracy”, as Hirschl
calls it, represents US imperialism’s

export of the constitution’s most
distinguishing
characteristics
judicial review, separation of powers,
democracy that is simultaneously allpowerful and powerless, and so forth.
Once again, it is a process as central to
globalised industrial production as the
internet and container ships.
Socialists
have
spent
the
ensuing decades wrestling with
the consequences, which have not
been pretty. Needless to say, the
transformation that Hirschl describes
did not lead to a new democratic
flowering, but the opposite: ie, an
assault on labour organisations, from
unions right up to the deformed or
degenerated workers’ states of the
former Soviet bloc; to new military
offensives in the oil-rich Middle East;
to the gutting of the welfare state; and
to growing economic polarisation as
well. By pitting bourgeois law against
political democracy, the goal was to
tie down political democracy Gulliver
style, while legally entrenching global
free-market capitalism.

Breakdown

None of this has been the least
bit peripheral to either capitalist
accumulation or the concomitant
impoverishment of the working
class. The same can be said for the
constitutional breakdown that has
been gathering speed in Washington
since the mid-1990s: its role is central
too. The breakdown has taken several
forms:
n a deepening logjam on Capitol Hill
due to separation of powers, checks
and balances, and the like, all of which
enable well-situated minorities to veto
legislation and judicial appointments
and thereby steer government in an
increasingly rightward direction;
n rising political tensions as
Republicans emerge as the champions
of small-state, rural and white
privilege via the Senate, the Supreme
Court, the Electoral College and an
increasingly gerrymandered House of
Representatives;
n the emergence of a bizarre
political symmetry between minority
rule, on the one hand, and liberal
‘minoritarianism’, on the other, as
the centre-left pushes for enhanced
constitutional protection for racial,
ethnic and LGBTQ+ sexual
minorities;
n ever-increasing battles in both the
academy and the judiciary over what
America’s 233-year-old constitution
even means.
The last has led to wars of
interpretation over gerrymandering,
campaign financing, gay rights and
- most important of all - the secondamendment right to bear arms. Pace
the American Civil Liberties Union,
this is not the result of conservatives
distorting the plain meaning of the
text. On the contrary, it is the result of
liberals trying to turn a pre-democratic
plan of government into an instrument
of modern reform.
So if Creegan wants to know how
it is that “Republicans [have] morphed
from the middle-of-the-road party of
Dwight Eisenhower into the far-right
party of Donald Trump”, this is a big
part of the reason. With the miracle of
reinterpretation running out of steam,
the advantage has shifted to a right
wing calling for a return to ‘original
intent’. The ‘ancient constitution’, to
use the Old Whigs term, has emerged
as yet another means of tying political
democracy down - indeed, of doing it
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so thoroughly that it never rises again.
This leads to what might be called
the paradox of rigidity: the question,
as Creegan puts it, of how a “condition
of relative stability”, as far as the
constitution is concerned, can lead
“to the near-terminal crisis conditions
Lazare claims are now upon us”.
The
answer
is
obvious.
Constitutional stasis is destabilising.
As Engels noted in his critique of the
German Social Democrats’ Erfurt
programme in 1891, the workers’
movement, in “outgrow[ing] the old
social order”, has no choice but “to
burst this old shell by force, as a crab
breaks its shell, and … smash the
fetters of the still semi-absolutist, and
moreover indescribably confused,
political order”. Failure to burst the
old shell, similarly, leads to a reversal
of the process in the form of social
regression and decay.
Jefferson said much the same thing
in 1816, when he wrote:
… laws and institutions must go
hand in hand with the progress of
the human mind. As that becomes
more developed, more enlightened,
as new discoveries are made, new
truths discovered and manners and
opinions change, with the change
of circumstances, institutions must
advance also to keep pace with the
times. We might as well require
a man to wear still the coat which
fitted him when a boy as civilised
society to remain ever under
the regimen of their barbarous
ancestors.
Or as this writer put it in 1996,
It is impossible to forge ahead in the
late 20th century using governmental
machinery dating from the late 18th.
Urban conditions can only worsen,
race relations can only grow more
poisonous, while the middle class
can only grow more alienated and
embittered. Politics will grow more
irrational and self-defeating, while
the price of the good life - that is,
a nice home, good schools, a quiet
street in a safe neighbourhood - can
only continue its upward climb
beyond the reach of all but the most
affluent … Eventually every other
society caught up in such a bind has
snapped. Soon or later, the United
States will as well. The stays have
already begun to fray.5
All are variations on the same theme.
Attempting to freeze modern society
causes it to unravel all the faster.
Efforts to ward off change guarantee
that it will be all the more tumultuous,
when it finally arrives. If ‘socialism
or barbarism’ is ultimately the choice
facing bourgeois society, then the
failure to advance towards one all but
ensures regression in the direction of
the other.
This is not to say that industrial
or economic factors are any less
important. To the contrary, it means
that they are combining with such
issues as the constitutional breakdown,
climate change, over-reliance on
fossil fuels, etc in ways that are ever
more explosive. The result is a perfect
capitalist storm: a multi-dimensional
disturbance that is proving to be even
greater than that of the 1930s and 40s
by virtue of being deeper and more
complex.

Misconception

As for Creegan’s other complaints,
they derive from his fundamental
misconception of the nature of the
capitalist crisis. An example is his
description of the January 6 uprising
as “a haphazard affair that, although
partly prepared for in advance, lacked
a concerted tactical plan and had zero
chance of success, because it was
opposed by powerful state institutions,
especially the armed forces”.
Political
dynamics
suggest
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But the situation looks very
different if we step back and view it
from a wider perspective.
What, for instance, is the difference
between lauding fine people on both
sides in Charlottesville, Virginia, and
handing out cookies to neo-Nazis in
Kiev; or recommending that Arseniy
Yatsenyuk, Washington’s hand-picked
choice as Ukrainian prime minister,
speak “four times a week” with Oleh
Tyahynybok, leader of the fascist
Svoboda Party and a man notorious
for raging against “Muscovites,
Germans, Jews, and other scum who
wanted to take away our Ukrainian
state”? What is the difference between
defending Confederate monuments
and defending the absolute autocracies
of the Persian Gulf (something Obama
did as much as Trump and something
that Joe Biden is now doing as well)?
What is the difference between making
nice to David Duke and engaging in
stepped-up sword-rattling vis-à-vis
Russia and China? Between advising
the Proud Boys to “stand back and
stand by” and allowing the Persian
Gulf oil monarchies to arm Al Qa’eda
and Islamic State on Washington’s
behalf?8
The point is that, while Democrats
make liberal noises at home, they
are every bit as reactionary and
bellicose abroad - if not more so,
thanks to Biden’s vows to get tough
with Russia. Creegan concedes that
“Democrats hugely exaggerated
claims of Russian interference in the
2016 election and promoted bogus
accusations of collusion between the
Trump campaign and Putin.” But
he fails to mention that Russiagate
dominated the news cycle for two and
a half years and was clearly aimed at
driving Trump out of office. So it is not
a case of one lie versus many, but of a
classic destabilisation campaign versus
countless fibs that, for Trump, were
little more than a verbal tic.
So Democrats are not the lesser evil
after all. Creegan’s truncated view of
the US crisis is driving him deeper and
deeper into reformist territory.
One could go on, but the point
is clear. The structural crisis is real
and profound. Given the way US
imperialism is imposing Americanstyle constitutionalism on the world
at large, it is no longer one country’s
problem, but that of the globe in general.
Late capitalism has created a hyperlegalistic international environment
whose purpose is to check political
democracy whenever it infringes on
free markets. The more such markets
advance, the more crippled democracy
must become.
But socialists should not avert their
eyes, now that the structure is finally
beginning to crumble. Rather, they
should study and analyse it in order
to prevail in the coming struggle for
power l

n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism - a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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otherwise. Since repeated court
challenges had gone nowhere,
January 6 emerged as Trump’s lastditch effort to overturn the election
results and gain a second term - and,
based on the available evidence, he
had a generally good idea of what
that meant. A mob would descend
on Capitol Hill, invade Congress and
physically halt certification of the
Electoral College vote. Whether a mob
chanting “Hang Mike Pence” would
actually string the vice-president up
was unknown. But Trump was plainly
unconcerned. When House Republican
leader Kevin McCarthy telephoned to
say that rioters were breaking into his
office, this is why he reportedly replied,
“Well, Kevin, I guess these people are
more upset about the election than you
are.” If a few office windows were of
no consequence next to overturning an
election, then a few bodies would not
be either.
The goal, as I pointed out a few days
after the uprising, was clear: to disrupt
the proceedings, throw members
of Congress off balance and create
a vacuum of power, into which the
president might step.6 Creegan scoffs
at the idea that military leaders who
had “pledged themselves to respect
the election results” might surrender
to “a ragtag mob of 5,000 without a
central command - some of whom
appear to be armed and determined,
but more of whom seem to enjoy
preening in front of TV cameras and
taking selfies”.
But the brass would not have had to
surrender. With Trump, house speaker
Nancy Pelosi and Senate majority
leader Chuck Schumer issuing
conflicting commands, all it would
have had to do was waver or hesitate,
at which point the game of winning
over the military to one side or the
other would have been on. Creegan
presumably believes that Democrats
would still have had the advantage.
But that does not matter, since the
very fact that military was in play for
the first time in US history meant that
it would be in a position to determine
who would rule. This would have
amounted to a quasi-coup in itself.
Besides, what if Pelosi and
Schumer had won the tug-of-war?
Since all Marxists know that seizing
power is one thing and wielding it
quite another, what would they have
done next? Would they have ordered
the military to surround Congress with
troops, so certification could proceed?
Would they have cut Trump’s access
to the internet and the airwaves and
placed him under house arrest? The
mind reels at the possibilities. But the
idea that the president might come
out on top amid the general shock and
confusion should not be dismissed
out of hand. After all, if there is one
thing we know about Trump, it is
that his political skills are not to be
underestimated.
Breakdowns and coups march hand
in hand because, the deeper one goes,
the greater the likelihood of someone
grabbing the reins in the hope of
restoring order. Since it is usually
unclear who has proper authority in
such circumstances (or whether proper
authority exists at all), any such effort
usually raises more questions than
it can resolve. Washington dodged a
bullet on January 6 by getting its house
back in order again in a relatively
short period of time. But, the more
the constitutional crisis intensifies,
the greater the likelihood that outright
constitutional collapse will ensue and
hence political authoritarianism as
well.

Wider perspective

Three of Creegan’s other arguments
warrant attention at this point. One
involves fascism, which I supposedly
believe is imminent - “even though,”
as he puts it, “the working class is
not ‘on the march’, and the American
bourgeoisie has no need of fascists
to break its power”. But I never said

any such thing. While noting that the
political crisis is generating “quasi-,
neo- or proto-fascists” in growing
numbers, even though there is no
revolutionary working class threat at
hand, I specified that such elements
are not truly fascist, since “The ultraright has not yet adopted an expressly
anti-democratic position”. But, I said,
that will follow, “the more the larger
system breaks down”.
All this means is that the sequence
has changed from the 1920s and
30s and that, if successful, Trump’s
coup would have amounted to an
authoritarian takeover, in which
semi-fascist elements play no more
than an ancillary role. But, since the
crisis would no doubt have continued
to escalate, fascism would have
continued to grow, both in quantity
and quality. As for the military, given
that it would then face a Hobson’s
choice between kowtowing to Trump
or rebelling against him, the possibility
cannot be dismissed that it would
eventually acquiesce.
Another Creegan argument that
warrants attention is that of white
male “status anxiety”. The point
is completely off-base. Certainly,
some individuals may view guns as
“an emblem of masculinity”. But if
Creegan really wants to know why
ultra-rightists “defend their second
amendment right to bear arms” so
fervently, then why not start with the
second amendment itself? Indeed, a
copious academic literature has taken
shape since the 1980s, arguing two
points:
(1) that it confers a more copious right
to bear arms than liberals have been
willing to admit; and
(2) that its 27 words imply a concept of
participatory government very different
from the representative government,
with which the constitution is usually
identified.
The issue is of growing importance.
Just as ordinary citizens should not
limit themselves “to casting ballots
once every two or four years for
those very few individuals who will
actually make the decisions”, but,
rather, should also fulfil the duties of
citizenship in between elections, then
the theory holds, as one constitutional
scholar puts it, that “so should ordinary
citizens participate in the process of
law enforcement and defence of liberty
rather than rely on professionalised
peacekeepers, whether we call them
standing armies or police”.7
This is a concept of neighbourly,
face-to-face government going back
to the New England town meeting
and the embattled farmers who fired
“the shot heard round the world” in
Concord, Massachusetts, in 1775 - a
shot, by the way, fired in defence of
a communal arsenal against British
advocates of gun control. What the
right to bear arms represents, therefore,
is less white-male sexual assertion
than a localist, organic concept of
government that views with askance
the ‘tyranny’ emanating out of distant
Washington. Storming the Capitol in
the name of the people - defined as
white male property-owners, just as
they were in the 18th century - is the
logical outcome.
Finally, there is Creegan’s third
argument: that of Trump’s special
malignancy. This is yet another
example of building up one factor in
order to downplay another. Yes, the
former president has a casual attitude
toward the truth. Yes, he has raised
liberal-baiting to an art form. Yes,
his public comments have grown
increasingly authoritarian, as the
political crisis has progressed. But,
while Creegan continues to reject the
theory of ‘lesser-evilism’, his belief
that “Trump’s lies … were more
numerous and blatant than those of the
Democrats”, and that “his open appeal
to xenophobia and white racism” was
even “more pernicious”, amount to
more or less the same thing: ie, that
Democrats are the lesser evil after all.
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No theory, please - we’re Labour

Activism, never mind the politics: unfortunately this just about sums up the general approach. James
Harvey reports

L

abour in Exile Network is yet
another initiative in response
to Keir Starmer’s attacks on
party democracy: a sort of home
“for all those suspended, expelled,
silenced and alienated by the witchhunt against the left”. The online
launch conference on Saturday
February 27 attracted over 200
participants, reflecting the success
LIEN has had in the few months
since it was conceived.1 However, if
the attendance was one marker of a
certain type of success, other aspects
of the conference discussions and
decisions point in an altogether
different direction, by revealing
the underlying weaknesses in the
current politics and strategy of the
Labour left.
The tone was set by the keynote
speakers and leading figures from
the Labour left, who introduced the
various sessions on ‘The crisis in the
Labour Party and the opportunities
for change’, ‘The fight for justice in
the Labour Party’ and ‘The fight for
free speech’.
Graham Bash outlined the
serious defeat inflicted on the left
by the Starmer leadership and the
developing campaign of resistance
in Constituency Labour Parties. He
argued that struggles in the party
need to link up to other campaigns:
we need to build “resistance on
the ground” and link the “different
wings of our movement” in the
fight against the Tories. By bringing
the class struggle into the Labour
Party, comrade Bash suggested, we
can create a “party fit for purpose”.
Chris Knight focused on the idea of
‘exile’. We may be purged, he said,
but “we are refusing to leave - we
are not going anywhere: we don’t
recognise your suspensions and
expulsions. We are in exile, but we
will be coming home!”
This underlying tone of Labour
loyalism - ‘It’s our party and we’re
reclaiming it’ - combined with a
belief that Labour was a readymade instrument for achieving
socialism - was especially dominant
in the discussion on the ‘Plan for
Change’ proposed by the ad hoc
steering committee. This correctly
focused on the issues of party
democracy, free speech and the
need for Labour’s ranks to exert real
power over our ‘leaders’. Whilst
agreeing that these were important
aspects of any left campaign,
supporters of Labour Party Marxists
argued in a series of amendments
that more radical meat had to be
put on the bare bones. So, in place
of rather vague calls for undefined
‘socialism’ and
parliamentary
politics, LPM comrades wanted
instead to transform Labour “from
an alternative party of capitalist
government and war into a genuine
socialist party of the working class”.
Other LPM amendments included
calls for the ending of careerism and
unaccountable bureaucracy within
the party by making the annual
conference the supreme body,
abolishing the Bonapartist post of
Labour leader and ensuring that

Ideas of bourgeois socialism are the ruling ideas in the Labour Party
Labour’s elected representatives
are paid only the average wage of a
skilled worker.

Lamentable

The response to these amendments
and the ensuing debate tells us a lot
about the lamentable state of the
politics and political culture of the
contemporary Labour left. Norman
Thomas, in moving the ‘Plan for
Change’, argued that time is not on
our side: ‘We don’t have time to
argue about details, so let’s just get
out there and do things’.
Other comrades took up such calls
for grassroots activism, combined
with a rejection of political clarity.
Their refrain was that we needed a
“broad network” that was committed
to ‘getting on and doing things,
not arguing about the finer points
of political theory’. Arguments
for socialism and real democratic
control in the party, we were told,
made things complicated and put
off ‘ordinary people’. No-one
‘disagreed’ with the amendments as
such, but ‘now was not the time’ to
make such demands.
Supporters
of
the
LPM
amendments strongly argued that the
fight to transform Labour and fight
the witch-hunt were inextricably
linked: bureaucracy, parliamentary
politics and attacks on the left went
together and need to be fought as
a whole, not by a piecemeal set
of demands pitched at the lowest
common denominator. It was antipolitical and patronising to argue
that principled politics and clarity
did not matter or were off-putting:
talking about politics and reaching a
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clear position was never a waste of
time. The experience of the Corbyn
moment and the subsequent defeats
of the Labour left had shown that
serious discussion and political
demands were actually essential if
we were ever going to succeed in
launching a real fighting campaign
against the witch-hunt.
Evidently, the majority of
participants at the conference did
not agree, because they supported
a procedural motion to close the
discussion early and move to a vote
on the amendments and the Plan
for Change. The votes for the LPM
amendments averaged about 25%,
although there were a large number
of abstentions or participants who
simply did not vote at all - reflecting
in part the technical problems of
Zoom meetings but more importantly
the rather passive, ‘spectator’ mood
that this medium can encourage
amongst participants.
There were echoes of this
division between lowest-commondenominator,
anti-political
‘activism’ and strategic coherence
in the discussion on the terms
of reference for LIEN’s steering
group. A minority of comrades
favoured a ‘loose, flexible approach’
and the ‘consensus-building’ that
has characterised contemporary
movements such as Occupy and
Extinction Rebellion, and regarded
formal structures and membership as
restrictive and potentially alienating
for new supporters. However, in a
series of amendments which were
adopted by the conference, LPM
supporters successfully argued for
the widely accepted standards of

labour movement democracy and
accountability - a formal membership
structure, an accountable steering
group, simple majority voting and
the ultimate sovereignty of the LIEN
membership.2

Strategy?

The future of LIEN remains unclear. It
is an attempt to rally the Labour left in
the face of the witch-hunt and shows
that some comrades are still prepared
to organise and resist the purge.
However, whilst militant speeches
opposing Starmer’s purge received
widespread support, there was much
less clarity on what the Labour left
actually stands for and how it should
fight back. Amidst the wreckage of the
hopes of the Corbyn moment, surely
we need to be clear on these issues if
we are going to build an alternative.
Most speakers did not want to
face up to these questions, preferring
instead a nostalgic return to a supposed
golden age that existed before Starmer.
No-one - no matter how strong their
condemnation of the current state of
affairs - addressed the fundamental
structural weakness of the Labour
left: namely its historical consistent
accommodation to the pro-capitalist
forces in the party. No-one pulled their
punches when it came to Starmer, but
on Corbyn’s concessions to the right
during the witch-hunt or the limited
reformist nature of his programme of
managed capitalism, for most there
was only silence.
Above all, many comrades in LIEN
fail to understand the contradictory
nature of Labour as a bourgeois
workers’ party and continue to see it,
in its present form, as an instrument for

socialist transformation. These politics
demand the sort of political concessions
and ‘unity at all costs’ approach that
we saw under Corbyn - and they will
continue to be repeated whilst the
Labour left remains committed to
some form of a constitutional road
to socialism. However radically they
phrase it, this strategy only reinforces
the official Labour left’s symbiotic
relationship with the Labour right
and throws still further obstacles
in the path of transforming Labour
“from an alternative party of capitalist
government and war into a genuine
socialist party of the working class”.
Supporters of LPM who were
elected to the LIEN steering group will
continue to make this case and to argue
that without a fundamental break from
these Labourist politics, the left will
continue to be bound to capitalism by
chains of its own making. Anything
else - as the defeat of Corbyn and the
surrender of the official Labour left
during the purge shows - will only
lead to yet another dead end and a
future of further demoralising defeats.
The arguments of some comrades that
such striving for political and strategic
clarity is reminiscent of the scholastic
nit-picking satirised in The life of Brian
are disappointing.
Combined with a philistine focus
on ‘activism’ and ‘getting things
done’, these profoundly anti-political
politics only play into the hands of the
pro-capitalist Labour right. Far from
encouraging ‘ordinary people’ to get
involved, they will produce yet more
of the confusion and demoralisation
that resulted from the collapse of
Corbynism. We cannot afford a repeat
of that sorry tale.
Now is the time for serious comrades
on the Labour left to look at the political
and strategic problems we face. This
means not only a serious discussion
and analysis of the defeats of the last
few years, but also, more importantly,
we must fully understand the historical
failures of the Labour left and its selfentrapment within Labourism. The
refusal to address these questions now
is not simply an intellectual failing: if
you turn away from these issues you
are betraying the best traditions of the
workers’ movement and abandoning
any pretence that you are fighting for
socialism l

Notes
1. For details of the conference and the decisions
reached, see labour-in-exile.org.
2. labour-in-exile.org/how-we-work/resultsfrom-our-launch-conference-february-272021/#more-250.
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